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First-year students work to fend off orchard devastation
In the fall issue of the magazine, I shared with you that our Board of Trustees would come together during their fall retreat with faculty, staff, and students to discuss the future of liberal arts colleges—and Gettysburg College, in particular.

The retreat discussions were wide-ranging and focused on such topics as the value and cost of a residential liberal arts education; online learning; the potential of alliances with other educational institutions, as well as with the private sector; and the changing demographics of high school graduates. These conversations laid the groundwork for the process in which we are currently engaged to develop a strategic plan that will guide decision-making at Gettysburg for the next several years.

Specifically, following the Board retreat I commissioned three campus working groups to generate their best ideas related to three key initiatives: distinction, innovation, and internationalization/inclusion. As they generated their ideas, each working group collected and reviewed relevant data and considered cross-cutting themes such as academic excellence, the use of technology, and fiscal responsibility.

Over the course of the spring and summer—and with consultation from campus community members and the Board—we will be working to prioritize these ideas and synthesize them into what will become our next strategic plan. We expect to be able to share this plan with you sometime next fall, after the Board has had the opportunity for final consultation and approval.

I want to take this moment to thank all members of our campus community who have contributed to our strategic planning process so far—and most especially the co-chairs of this process, Provost Chris Zapfe and Sahm Professor of Physics Sharon Stephenson. Gettysburg continues to be one of our nation’s premier colleges of liberal arts and sciences, and this planning process will help to ensure that a Gettysburg education continues to be among the best in the nation. As always, thank you to our alumni, parents, and friends for your loyal support of this great institution!

Sincerely,

Janet Morgan Riggs ’77
President
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16 Olympic-sized dreams
Senior physics major Andre Hinds ’16, who shattered both College and conference records in the discus, now has his sights set on the Olympics.

18 The mysteries of Golemo Gradište at Konjuh
Prof. Carolyn Snively’s work in an ancient city in the Republic of Macedonia offers students a firsthand look at archaeology.

24 The end of fire blight
First-year students gain hands-on laboratory research skills while helping to combat a most destructive threat to Adams County’s orchards.

28 The bitters biz
Entrepreneurial—and other—spirits, teamwork, and a dash of alchemy are the ingredients in a Washington, D.C.-based startup run by BOLD alumni.
Scholarships ensure students a broader, global view

Scholarships have the potential to transform lives. For many, this financial support not only paves the way for a Gettysburg College education, but it also opens doors to new cultures and academic disciplines.

Craig Disher ’66 and his wife, Susan, understand. The couple has demonstrated a significant and consistent commitment to scholarships, most notably for students who may not consider a liberal arts education due to the sticker price.

“Small liberal arts colleges are expensive to run, so the final cost may deter some students from even considering it. We thought, ‘Why not do something so those with moderate needs will consider Gettysburg?’” said Disher. He and Susan designed a scholarship specifically for low-income students in their hometown of Beaufort, South Carolina, to pursue STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) fields or in Asian studies.

“The experience I had at Gettysburg changed my perspective on life,” he said. “I don’t think I would have ended up with as many interests as I have now had it not been for my undergraduate education.”

The couple’s financial assistance for students—in addition to their estate provisions and other generous gifts to Gettysburg College—serve as an endorsement of the College and the priorities in Gettysburg Great: The Campaign for Our College. “I truly believe if you want to attract students to work in the Writing Center, not merely as a means of communication, and we were able to attract students to work in the Writing Center from all different disciplines.

Stayed at Gettysburg

Lex McMillian (vice president for college relations) called me in because I was in the process of writing a critical study on [film writer and director] John Sayles and teaching our old film history course. Lex wanted me to get in touch with cinematographer Owen Roizman ’58 [Distinguished Alumni Award and Honorary Distinguished Faculty Award recipient], who studied math and physics at Gettysburg. When I did my research I was startled—Roizman was a real Hollywood film industry heavyweight. We were able to hold a film festival with five of his titles—The French Connection, Tootsie, Network, The Exorcist—which had a huge student turnout—and True Confessions. It marked kind of a turning point in film studies.

I was teaching literature, film, and writing at the time of the creation of the then-new Gettysburg College curriculum. Even though it didn’t evolve in quite the way we imagined, we were able to offer a curriculum that is different from what students get in high school and it remains truly interdisciplinary. Being part of the change in the curriculum is something I am proud to say I was a part of.

Now at Gettysburg
Teresa Amott [former vice provost] kind of reeled me in to administrative work without my really knowing where it would lead.

Jack Ryan serves as Vice Provost and Dean of Arts and Humanities. He contributes courses to the College’s first-year seminar program, Civil War Era Studies minor, Cinema and Media Studies, and the Department of English. He is an academic advisor, a Garthwait Leadership Center leadership coach, and an advisor to a number of student organizations. Ryan also coordinates the Consortium for Faculty Diversity at Liberal Arts Colleges, a national organization.

Craig Disher ’66 and Susan provided scholarships allowing students to pursue their interests in the STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) fields or in Asian studies.

came to Gettysburg

In 1994, to work in the Writing Center. It used to be in the College Union Building and the space was like a confessional—a box. We moved into Breidenbaugh to have a more productive and inviting writing center, where students were less intimidated. We worked to get people thinking about writing as a tool to learn, not merely as a means of communication, and we were able to attract students to work in the Writing Center from all different disciplines.

I don’t think I would have ended up with as many interests as I have now had it not been for my undergraduate education,” Disher explained. “And given our backgrounds, we wanted to encourage today’s students who might not otherwise have an immediate interest in Asian studies to consider it as a major course of study.”

The couple’s financial assistance for students—in addition to their estate provisions and other generous gifts to Gettysburg College—serve as an endorsement of the College and the priorities in Gettysburg Great: The Campaign for Our College.

“‘Why not do something so those with moderate needs will consider Gettysburg?’ said Disher. He and Susan designed a scholarship specifically for low-income students in their hometown of Beaufort, South Carolina, to pursue STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) fields or in Asian studies. The Dishers have also extended their support for Gettysburg students by creating a scholarship focused on Asian studies, a particular area of interest for the 1832 Society members.

“I don’t think I would have ended up with as many interests as I have now had it not been for my undergraduate education.”
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“After two years at Gettysburg, I gravitated my studies toward East Asia—that area of the world has become as important to the U.S. as our historic relationship with Western Europe,” Disher explained. “And given our backgrounds, we wanted to encourage today’s students who might not otherwise have an immediate interest in Asian studies to consider it as a major course of study.”
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I was teaching literature, film, and writing at the time of the creation of the then-new Gettysburg College curriculum. Even though it didn’t evolve in quite the way we imagined, we were able to offer a curriculum that is different from what students get in high school and it remains truly interdisciplinary. Being part of the change in the curriculum is something I am proud to say I was a part of.
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Craig Disher ’66

Vice Provost and Dean of Arts and Humanities
From father to son to Sunderman

“T's not enough to work hard; you have to work super hard. It's not enough to be good: you have to convince people that what you're doing is good. It's not enough to be successful: you have to find ways to make money. So, from early on, I adopted a very entrepreneurial approach, which eventually seems to have worked out pretty well.”

Those are important lessons internationally acclaimed composer and Sunderman Conservatory of Music Prof. Avner Dorman said he learned from his father, Ze’ev Dorman, director of the orchestra at Tel Aviv University’s Buchmann-Mehra School of Music.

With all of Avner’s success as a composer, Ze’ev originally had different hopes for his son.

“Knowing the situation in the world, composing serious music, not pop music, is a very difficult life. It's tough to find jobs, in Israel for sure, but elsewhere too,” Ze’ev said. “And he was very talented in other fields like physics and mathematics. So we had a problem—I was very much worried about him going in this direction.”

“I think the more he didn't want me to be a composer, the more I wanted to prove that I could,” Avner said. “It was difficult, this combination of ‘your father doesn’t want you to do what you want to do,’ and I think a lot of kids go through that. Having a father who’s so accomplished in the same field adds to the complexity.”

Despite his father’s concerns, Avner passed on safer career aspirations and fixed his gaze on what he truly wanted to become: a classical composer.

“I didn’t want to be too involved. It’s better if parents don’t do that,” said Ze’ev, “if you are a musician in the same profession, it’s better not to, or it will create problems.”

But some things just rub off. When the Tel Aviv Philharmonic added Messiaen’s Turangalîla Symphony to their program, Ze’ev brought the score home to work on.

“I remember the first time I listened to it, I just hated it,” said Avner. “Despite disliking the piece, Avner poured over his father’s score, which contained the composer’s original markings, and listened to the piece closely, referring to a French dictionary to translate Messiaen’s handwritten notes.

“It’s one of my favorite pieces now. It’s one of the great symphonies of the 20th century, and it was very significant to my development,” Avner said.

Ze’ev’s score still sits on a shelf in Avner’s office.

“One time I had a big audition for the army to get a special status. And then [Ze’e]ve’ came in and said, ‘You know, you’re not phrasing it enough.’ And then he started singing the line, singing the melody with just fantastic phrasing, and then I said ‘Oh, that’s what you’re supposed to do.’ It was so emotional because he was always avoiding to work with me in music, but it was a moment when I realized, ‘yeah, you really do know a lot about this.’

This past year, Ze’ev went on sabbatical from Tel Aviv University, and at the same time, positions for an orchestra conductor and a bassoon teacher opened in the Sunderman Conservatory. When asked if he knew anyone who fit those qualifications, Avner had only one person in mind.

“All the way from Tel Aviv to Gettysburg, the father and son are now working together once again. With a wealth of professional experience and success, each brings similar approaches to their students, showing them what it takes to make it to the next level.”

—Frank Arbogast ’16
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Paying it forward

Voice of experience

Jack Duffy ’79

I loved my Gettysburg College experience. I benefited from phenomenal professors who were mentored by members of the administration, made many lifelong friendships, and had great experiences in and out of the classroom. I could not have attended our beloved College without receiving financial aid to cover 85 percent of the cost. I had the opportunity for two internships, thanks, in part, to our Center for Career Development (CCD). Many people helped me during my College years, and I believe in paying it forward for our current students.

Working with the CCD staff over the last seven years, I have offered between 4-10 job shadowing experiences and 3-8 externships each year. It’s paying it forward for our current students.

Here are some steps I take (and recommend) for planning a diverse program and giving students a broad exposure to your company:

- **Work with CCD.** They coordinate with the students, who then reach out to set the date and plan the day.
- **Understand the students’ interests.** Many are interested in marketing, human resources, or sales, but we recently had a student interested in science and technology, so I arranged for a call with a recent alumnus in Dallas who is in that space with our company (AT&T).
- **Provide background.** I give them a light “pre-course”—an article or two and a video, so they have a better idea of what our company really is.
- **Give an overview.** On the appointed day, after introductions and sharing what we have in common at Gettysburg, I give them a general overview of our company, and how it is divided. I explain our strategy and company segmentation. AT&T is a very visible company and most students’ perceptions of our businesses are skewed by public ads campaigns for a narrow piece of our markets.
- **Provide variety.** I give them exposure to other executives, programs, and our impressive Global Network Operations Center, on-site at my location. They may spend time with one of our working teams, though we are cautious of not sharing proprietary information. They also meet young alumni currently with the company. In the past seven years, 55 Gettysburg graduates have joined AT&T.

- **Build the full-day agenda.** Each customized plan includes my opening and closing discussions, lunch, and the logistics (where and with whom) for other meetings.
- **Prepare your colleagues.** I make sure all of my work colleagues are clear on the objective of the student visits and what I want them to cover. I have many repeat participants who look forward to these sessions each year. It is very fulfilling to help students gain insights to narrow their career objectives.
- **Provide background.** I give them a light “pre-course”—an article or two and a video, so they have a better idea of what our company really is.
- **Give an overview.** On the appointed day, after introductions and sharing what we have in common at Gettysburg, I give them a general overview of our company, and how it is divided. I explain our strategy and company segmentation. AT&T is a very visible company and most students’ perceptions of our businesses are skewed by public ads campaigns for a narrow piece of our markets.
- **Provide variety.** I give them exposure to other executives, programs, and our impressive Global Network Operations Center, on-site at my location. They may spend time with one of our working teams, though we are cautious of not sharing proprietary information. They also meet young alumni currently with the company. In the past seven years, 55 Gettysburg graduates have joined AT&T.

- **Help with next steps.** I provide a Telepresence Video Session with our human resources recruiters and the associate director of our Business Sales Leadership Development Program (most of my young alums enter the company via that program).
- **Gather feedback.** At the end of the day, I gather their feedback on the day and end with career advice they can apply while still in school and after graduation.

I hope you will consider helping our students by sharing your professional expertise. Mentoring them is the next stage of paying it forward. Email career@gettysburg.edu or call 717-337-6616.

Snapshots

**What do sea turtles hear?**

And why does it matter? Using sound devices on commercial fishing nets may divert the turtles. “This idea is to see if we can modify or add something to a net that will alarm or cue a turtle to its presence—without also alarming or scaring away the net’s target catch,” said Environmental Studies Prof. Wendy Dow Piniak ’03.

**A parent’s view**

At the launch of The Eisenhower Institute’s Fielding Center, Ann Moran P’16 watched her daughter, Alessandra, calmly address, then network among, 150 VIPs. The event moved Ann to reflect on her daughter’s transformative four years and the education they found to be Gettysburg Great.

**Plans for Plank**

It is an exciting vision: Plank gymnasium transformed into a vibrant global hub, with purpose-built spaces and technology to connect students and faculty with the world, like never before. The $18 million project will only proceed with funds contributed for the renovation. See plans for Plank, online.

**Behind the scenes at the UN**

Students from the International Affairs Association and Model United Nations at The Eisenhower Institute visited the United Nations Headquarters in New York City. With a variety of interests in areas like diplomacy and global volunteerism, every student learned from the insider’s vantage, recounted online by Mariam Aghayan ’17.

**For links related to these and other stories in this issue, visit gettysburg.edu/links**

A win-win

Nick Johnson ’90, senior vice president of digital ad sales strategy for Turner, found that career exploration offered benefits for students and employers. As he explained in “Giving Back. Sharing Your Work Experience with the College Student for LinkedIn.” “[The] externship program is a low-bandwidth opportunity for students to spend time in a professional environment. The duration is long enough to offer them exposure to many parts of the business as well as to meet many of the employees of the company. They are able to ask questions, learn through osmosis and, importantly, start building the foundation of their LinkedIn profiles. Those interactions have created a risk—almost one of the externs has moved onto an internship the following summer.”

“At the end of the day, I gather their feedback on the day and end with career advice they can apply while still in school and after graduation.”

“I hope you will consider helping our students by sharing your professional expertise. Mentoring them is the next stage of paying it forward. Email career@gettysburg.edu or call 717-337-6616.”

Jack Duffy ’79 is on the Alumni Board of Directors. In his 36 years with AT&T, he has held leadership positions in sales, product management, marketing, customer service, and operations. He recently assumed program management responsibility for the 2016 Republican and Democratic National Conventions.

Rawleigh hits 500

In his 31st season at Gettysburg, Coach Mike Rawleigh P’14 recorded his 500th win in men’s and women’s swimming. The Bullets have won 40 conference titles under his wing, including the 2016 men’s Centennial Conference championships.”

Behind the scenes at the UN

Students from the International Affairs Association and Model United Nations at The Eisenhower Institute visited the United Nations Headquarters in New York City. With a variety of interests in areas like diplomacy and global volunteerism, every student learned from the insider’s vantage, recounted online by Mariam Aghayan ’17.

**Classes for kids**

Short-term classes full of creative exploration are the bread and butter for NORY, cofounded by Matthew Trainor ’07. “There are so many [other] classes for children [that] offer the same things and carry a long-term commitment,” Trainor said. Learn more about Trainor’s marketing of the innovative startup online.
Paying it forward

I loved my Gettysburg College experience. I benefited from phenomenal mentors and was mentored by members of the administration, made many lifelong friendships, and had great experiences in and out of the classroom. I could not have attended our beloved College without receiving financial aid to cover 85 percent of the cost. I had the opportunity for two internships, thanks, in part, to our Center for Career Development (CCD). Many people helped me during my College years, and I believe in paying it forward for our current students.

Working with the CCD staff over the last seven years, I have offered between 4-10 job shadowing experiences and 3-8 externships each year. It’s a small labor of love and an opportunity I recommend.

Here are some steps I take (and recommend) for planning a diverse program and giving students a broad exposure to your company:

- **Work with CCD.** They coordinate with the students, who then reach out to set the date and plan the day.
- **Understand the students’ interests.** Many are interested in marketing, human resources, or sales, but we recently had a student interested in science and technology, so I arranged for a call with a recent alumna in Dallas who is in that space with our company (AT&T).
- **Provide background.** I give them a light “pre-course”—an article or two and a video, so they have a better idea of what our company really is.
- **Give an overview.** On the appointed day, after introductions and sharing what we have in common at Gettysburg, I give them a general overview of our company, and how it is divided. I explain our strategy and company segmentation. AT&T is a very visible company and most students’ perceptions of our businesses are skewed by public ad campaigns for a narrow piece of our markets.
- **Provide variety.** I give them exposure to other executives, programs, and our impressive Global Network Operations Center, on-site at my location. They may spend time with one of our working teams, though we are cautious of not sharing proprietary information. They also meet young alumni currently with the company. In the past seven years, 55 Gettysburg graduates have joined AT&T.
- **Help with next steps.** I provide a Telepresence Video Session with our human resources recruiters and the associate director of our Business Sales Leadership Development Program (most of my young alumni enter the company via that program). A win-win

Nick Johnson ’90, senior vice president of digital ad sales strategy for Turner, found that career exploration offered benefits for students and employers.

As he explained in “Giving Back: Sharing Your Work Experience with the College Student” for LinkedIn:

“The externship program is a low-bandwidth opportunity for students to spend time in a professional environment. The duration is long enough to offer them exposure to many parts of the business as well as to meet many of the employees of the company. They are able to ask questions, learn through osmosis and, importantly, start building the foundation of their LinkedIn profiles. These interactions have catalyzed action—at least one of the externs has moved onto an internship the following summer. “[W]e’ve also seen these individuals convert to full-time employees. It really is a win-win. The first day as an FTE is comfortable, due to familiarity, and the individual is welcomed by people they’ve already worked with over the previous summers. As the employer, there is a depth of knowledge and comfort with the individual. The other residual benefit of these summer programs is the development of corporate advocacy on campus. Word spreads of the work experience, and the pipeline of candidates the following year is well-populated.”
When you are planning a trip online, what do you think about as you click and scroll? McLean Donnelly ’07 wants to know.

The political science major leads teams of user experience (UX) experts and content strategists for Seattle’s Expedia, Inc. At its simplest, user experience is about the overall feeling people get from a website.

“It accounts for things like, ‘Are you using your phone? Did you print out your ticket? What happens before you get to the airport?’ We consider the end-to-end consumer experience,” Donnelly explained. He came to Gettysburg from Minnesota to be near Washington, D.C.—where his career started.

His first job after college was working as a press assistant in the office of Tim Pawlenty, then governor of Minnesota. He worked his way up to head speechwriter before transitioning into a senior communications position at Target, to gain some private sector experience.

“You can do a lot with a political science degree,” Donnelly said. “It gives you the ability to look at things holistically and break down complex problems.” At Target, he focused on digital content strategy, working with feedback loops and the ways customers were interacting with Target—in effect, an entry into the world of UX.

“I just knew user experience was something every company would be hiring for—they didn’t know it at the time, but I saw it.” He followed his hunch to a startup called Novu, where he learned a lot about a little bit of everything, diving deeper into the world of user experience.

He attended Saint Thomas University for his MBA, to learn business fundamentals. And his next stop was Expedia, which draws over 80 million shoppers and books over 30 million flights every year.

Outside of the office, Donnelly is an active volunteer and has served on the boards of several organizations. He thinks volunteering also builds experience, which ultimately shapes a career.

“Success isn’t about checking off boxes on a LinkedIn profile. At Gettysburg, I learned to be a person of substance who could work well with others and learn quickly.”

Photo provided by McLean Donnelly
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Paige Phillips ’12

says her interest in archaeology started in middle school when her family visited Chichén Itzá, the center of Maya civilization in southern Mexico.

“I knew since that trip I wanted to become an archaeologist,” she said. But it wasn’t until taking several classes in archaeology at Gettysburg that she would learn how interdisciplinary the field was.

“In my sophomore year, I was taking general chemistry as well as anthropology. Prof. Julia Hendon’s Mesoamerican archaeology class, and we read an article about how chemical analysis can be used to determine the migration patterns of people going into the city of Tzotzil city,” Phillips said. “I asked Prof. Hendon after class if this was something that people do—if they used chemistry and archaeology together—and she told me they did, and that the research was growing rapidly. I became fascinated and fell in love with the idea.”

Phillips immersed herself in projects to explore the intersection of those disciplines, studying abroad in Mexico and working on an excavation in Mystic, Connecticut, to learn more about the Pequot War.

After Gettysburg, Phillips earned her master’s degree in applied anthropology, with a concentration in forensic and archaeological sciences, at the University of South Florida. For her thesis, she traveled back to Mexico, just outside of Mexico City, to learn about Tlalancala, Puebla, from 800 BC to 100 AD.

Using both chemistry and anthropology applications, Phillips said she and other scientists were able to learn everything from where people came together as a community to where they farmed and disposed of their trash.

“You can test for soil phosphorus, and when you find it, it indicates that a lot of live and organic matter was put there,” she said. “You can learn a distinct pattern from that—people tend to put trash in specific places and use certain areas for latrines and animal corrals.”

Today, she works at the Florida Department of State and helps to maintain the state’s database of cultural resources—the Florida Master Site File—and inform the public about how to interpret archaeological information.

As an archaeology data analyst, Phillips is a public archaeologist and presents archaeological data and interpretations of that data. The job demands Phillips’s interdisciplinary background, scientific knowledge, and ability to communicate with the general public.

“I went from the eighth grader who wanted to become an archaeologist—to the surprise and somewhat dismay of my parents—to someone who has not just a career, but also the skills to use archaeological software, a chemistry background I can use for anything, and the ability to relate and translate what archaeology is to the public.”

“Success isn’t about checking off boxes…”

Photo provided by McLean Donnelly
When you are planning a trip online, what do you think about as you click and scroll? McLean Donnelly ’07 wants to know.

The political science major leads teams of user experience (UX) experts and content strategists for Seattle’s Expedia, Inc.

At its simplest, user experience is about the overall feeling people get from a website.

“It accounts for things like, ‘Are you using your phone? Did you print out your ticket? What happens when you get to the airport? We consider the end-to-end consumer experience,’” Donnelly explained.

He came to Gettysburg from Minnesota to be near Washington, D.C.—he was interested in politics.

“That’s actually where his career started. His first job after college was working as a press assistant in the office of Tim Pawlenty, then governor of Minnesota. He worked his way up to head speechwriter before transitioning into a senior communications position at Target, to gain some private sector experience.

“You can do a lot with a political science degree,” Donnelly said. “It gives you the ability to look at things holistically and break down complex problems.”

At Target, he focused on digital content strategy, working with feedback loops and the ways customers were interacting with Target—in effect, an entry into the world of UX.

“I just knew user experience was something every company would be hiring for—they didn’t know it at the time, but I saw it.”

He followed his hunch to a startup called Novu, where he learned a lot about a little bit of everything, diving deeper into the world of user experience. He attended St. Thomas University for his MBA, to learn business fundamentals. And his next stop was Expedia, which draws over 80 million shoppers and books over 30 million flights every year.

Outside of the office, Donnelly is an active volunteer and has served on the boards of several organizations. He thinks volunteering also builds experience, which ultimately shapes a career.

“Success isn’t about checking off boxes on a LinkedIn profile. At Gettysburg, I learned to be a person of substance who could work well with others and learn quickly.”

Paige Phillips ’12

says her interest in archaeology started in middle school when her family visited Chichén Itzá, the center of Maya civilization in southern Mexico.

“I knew since that trip I wanted to become an archaeologist,” she said.

But it wasn’t until taking several classes in archaeology at Gettysburg that she would learn how interdisciplinary the field was.

“In my sophomore year, I was taking general chemistry as well as anthropology Prof. Julia Hendon’s Mesoamerican archaeology class, and we read an article about how chemical analysis can be used to determine the migration patterns of people going into the city of Teotihuacán,” Phillips said. “I asked Prof. Hendon after class if this was something that people do—if they used chemistry and archaeology together—and she told me they did, and that the research was growing rapidly. I became fascinated and fell in love with the idea.”

Phillips immersed herself in projects to explore the intersection of those disciplines, studying abroad in Mexico and working on an excavation in Mystic, Connecticut, to learn more about the Pequot War.

After Gettysburg, Phillips earned her master’s degree in applied anthropology, with a concentration in forensic and archaeological sciences, at the University of South Florida. For her thesis, she traveled back to Mexico, just outside of Mexico City, to learn about Tlalancaleca, Puebla, from 800 BC to 100 AD.

Using both chemistry and anthropology applications, Phillips said she and other scientists were able to learn everything from where people came together as a community to where they farmed and disposed of their trash.

“You can test for soil phosphorus, and when you find it, it indicates that a lot of live and organic matter was put there,” she said. “You can learn a distinct pattern from that—people tend to put trash in specific places and use certain areas for latrines and animal corrals.”

Today, she works at the Florida Department of State and helps to maintain the state’s database of cultural resources—the Florida Master Site File—and inform the public about how to interpret archaeological information.

As an archaeology data analyst, Phillips is a public archaeologist and presents archaeological data and interpretations of that data. The job demands Phillips’s interdisciplinary background, scientific knowledge, and ability to communicate with the general public.

“I went from the eighth grader who wanted to become an archaeologist—to the surprise and somewhat dismay of my parents—to someone who has not just a career, but also the skills to use archaeological software, a chemistry background. I can use for anything, and the ability to relate and translate what archaeology is to the public.”
The writer’s prompt was a class reunion

Penn Rhodeen ’65

was not 100 percent certain that Gettysburg College was the right choice for him, but he stuck it out, earned his law degree at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and became a practicing attorney in New Haven, Connecticut, working as a champion for children. Peacerunner: The True Story of How an Er Congressman Helped End the Centuries of War in Ireland is his first book, and the former Gettysburgian reporter connects his writing the book to a class reunion.

“I had a letter from John Nagle ’65 about our 45th Reunion. He wrote a heartfelt plea for old friends to come back, and that touched me,” Rhodeen said. It would be his first time on campus since graduation.

In the registration line in the CUB, Rhodeen heard a voice say, “Here’s the one I wanted to see!” It was Tim McMillin ’65, who said to Rhodeen, “You always said you were going to write the Great American Novel.”

“Well, it finally happened!”

“Aren’t you sure?” was Rhodeen’s response. But the idea stuck: “Lucky for me, that got my wheels turning. I started thinking, ‘How would I do that?’”

McMillin’s challenge led to Peacerunner, the story of former U.S. Congressman Bruce Morrison (CT), a personal friend of Rhodeen’s who worked with Irish-Americans to help elect President Bill Clinton. Then, despite having no official position, Morrison created and drove the political strategy that helped bring about the 1998 Good Friday Agreement and ended the fighting in Northern Ireland. Peacerunner, a foreword by Clinton, recounts the true story that ended centuries of warfare.

Of Gettysburg’s Reunion, Rhodeen said, “You never know what will happen.”

World War II pilot and prisoner of war—and the story of his striving to know the father who died when he, the youngest son, was a toddler. Hushed war stories and a green box in an attic in White Plains, New York, launched the writer’s journey, as the book recounts.

As the magazine went to press, Kurtz was planning to be on campus for his 45th Reunion and participating in a book signing in Musselman Library. Check the Reunion schedule for details.

The Green Box

Part memoir, part biography, Jim Kurtz ’71 tells the story of his father’s experiences as a World War II pilot and prisoner of war—and the story of his striving to know the father who died when he, the youngest son, was a toddler. Hushed war stories and a green box in an attic in White Plains, New York, launched the writer’s journey, as the book recounts.

The Shape and Shaping of the College and University in America: A Lively Experiment

This book presents the issues, controversies, and key players that formed and enabled the American college and university to endure as a critical institution of the nation and society. Stephen J. Nelson ’69 examines concerns in the academy, such as the role and position of religion, place and value of the liberal arts, the threat of disunity and balkanization, ideological contentions and fights for control, the effect of politics and ideologies, its role as a critic and servant of society, and its promotion of academic freedom, free speech, and liberty.

No Proof at All: A Cure for Christianity

In a departure from his previous 28 books and articles in national newspapers and magazines, C. Boyd Pfeiffer ’60 describes No Proof as a “discussion of religion, an examination of Christianity in all forms, and a consideration of the various aspects of prayer, faith, miracles, faith healing, morality, heaven, hell, monotheism, henotheism, biblical immorality, biblical impossibilities, man-made aspects of religion, biblical history, prophecy, science and religion, and faith and reality.”

It is a practical book encouraging readers to think and consider all aspects of Christianity or their religion and religious background.

Funds sought for music tours

Joe ’75 and Susan Biernat ’77 have launched a challenge to raise $250,000 for instrumental ensemble tours within the Sunderman Conservatory of Music.

“They issued the challenge to encourage others to give back to students and support the arts at Gettysburg College. When the College community raises the necessary $250,000, the Biernats will match those funds, dollar for dollar, through the Biernat Family Endowment for Instrumental Touring.

“Music is our avocation, and we understand how vital performance before an audience is to a musician’s development,” said Joe, a College Trustee. “We ask all fellow Gettysburg College alumni and supporters who have a love of music and understand its value to join us in this challenge.”

Alumni, faculty, and administrators have contributed more than $119,000. The Biernat $250K Challenge supports opportunities for engaged learning—a top priority of the Gettysburg Great campaign—by providing our Conservatory students with the funding to take their talents on the road.

Go to www.gettysburg.edu/give to make a gift.
The writer’s prompt was a class reunion

Penn Rhodeen ’65 was not 100 percent certain that Gettysburg College was the right choice for him, but he stuck it out, earned his law degree at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and became a practicing attorney in New Haven, Connecticut, working as a champion for children.

Peacerunner, The True Story of How an Ex-Congressman Helped End the Centuries of War in Ireland is his first book, and the former Gettysburgian reporter connects his writing the book with the College.

“I had a letter from John Nagle ’65 about our 45th Reunion. He wrote a heartfelt plea for old friends to come back, and that touched me,” Rhodeen said. It would be his first time on campus since graduation.

In the registration line in the CUB, Rhodeen heard a voice say, “Here’s the one I wanted to see!” It was Tim McMillin ’65, who said to Rhodeen, “You always said you were going to write the Great American Novel.”

“And are you sure?” was Rhodeen’s response. But the idea stuck: “Lucky for me, that got my wheels turning. I started thinking, ‘How would I do that?’” McMillin’s challenge led to Peacerunner, the story of former U.S. Congressman Bruce Morrison (CT), a personal friend of Rhodeen’s who worked with Irish-Americans to help elect President Bill Clinton. Then, despite having no official position, Morrison created and drove the political strategy that helped bring about the 1998 Good Friday Agreement and ended the fighting in Northern Ireland.

Peacerunner, with a foreward by Clinton, recounts the true story that ended centuries of warfare. Of Gettysburg’s Reunion, Rhodeen said, “You never know what will happen.”

No Proof at All: A Cure for Christianity

In a departure from his previous 28 books and articles in national newspapers and magazines, C. Boyd Pfeiffer ’60 describes No Proof as “a discussion of religion, an examination of Christianity in all forms, and a consideration of the various aspects of prayer, faith, miracles, faith healing, morality, heaven, hell, monotheism, henotheism, biblical immoralties, biblical impossibilities, man-made aspects of religion, biblical history, prophecy, science and religion, and faith and reality. It is a practical book encouraging readers to think and consider all aspects of Christianity or their religion and religious background.”

The Shape and Shaping of the College and University in America: A Lively Experiment

This book presents the issues, controversies, and key players that formed and enabled the American college and university to endure as a critical institution of the nation and society. Stephen J. Nelson ’69 examines concepts in the academy, such as the role and position of religion, place and value of the liberal arts, the threat of disunity and balkanization, ideological controversies, and the role and position of society, and its promotion of academic freedom, free speech, and liberty.

Funds sought for music tours

Joe ’75 and Susan Biernat ’77 have launched a challenge to raise $250,000 for instrumental ensemble tours within the Sunderman Conservatory of Music. “They issued the challenge to encourage others to give back to students and support the arts at Gettysburg College. When the College community raises the necessary $250,000, the Biernats will match those funds, dollar for dollar, through the Biernat Family Endowment for Instrumental Touring.”

“Music is our avocation, and we understand how vital performance before an audience is to a musician’s development,” said Joe, a College Trustee. “We ask all fellow Gettysburg College alumni and supporters who have a love of music and understand its value to join us in this challenge.”

Alumni, faculty, and administrators have contributed more than $119,000. The Biernat $250K Challenge supports opportunities for engaged learning—a top priority of the Gettysburg Great campaign—by providing our Conservatory students with the funding to take their talents on the road.

Go to www.gettysburg.edu/give to make a gift.
“I wanted a new perspective and wondered if the parallels of the day could be captured in a photo. Unpacking is one of those parallels. Move-In Day activities and emotions are individual, yet universal. Anyone who has ever moved into college can recall those feelings.

When I was photographing in our residence halls, I looked for two doorways that would fit in one frame. Our wide-angle lens was in use elsewhere, so I knew this shot would be a challenge. I found what I was looking for in Huber Hall, complete with students and their families at the same stage of the move-in process. I shot a few frames and moved on, but kept circling back, thinking that the story would be stronger and more simplified with the right number of people in the right places. Finally on one return trip, I knew I had it—but a student moved out of the frame. True confession: I asked her to go back to what she was doing and this is the result.

The photo is in color on the College’s Flickr account, but I always visualized it in black and white. I used Lightroom CC to heighten the contrast, change the saturation, make minor hue adjustments, heighten clarity, and bring down the highlights. To me, this image captures the essence of the day.”

—Shawna Sherrell

Camera and lens: Canon EOS 5D Mark III
Canon 24-70 mm, f/2-8 L II lens
Settings: 1/125 second at f/4, ISO 1250
I wanted a new perspective and wondered if the parallels of the day could be captured in a photo. Unpacking is one of those parallels. Move-In Day activities and emotions are individual, yet universal. Anyone who has ever moved into college can recall those feelings.

When I was photographing in our residence halls, I looked for two doorways that would fit in one frame. Our wide-angle lens was in use elsewhere, so I knew this shot would be a challenge. I found what I was looking for in Huber Hall, complete with students and their families at the same stage of the move-in process.

I shot a few frames and moved on, but kept circling back, thinking that the story would be stronger and more simplified with the right number of people in the right places. Finally on one return trip, I knew I had it—but a student moved out of the frame. True confession: I asked her to go back to what she was doing and this is the result.

The photo is in color on the College’s Flickr account, but I always visualized it in black and white. I used Lightroom CC to heighten the contrast, change the saturation, make minor hue adjustments, heighten clarity, and bring down the highlights. To me, this image captures the essence of the day.

—Shawna Sherrell

Camera and lens: Canon EOS 5D Mark III
Canon 24–70 mm, f/2–8L II lens
Settings: 1/125 second at f/4, ISO 1250
Conversations

At the close of “Parting Shots,” Michael Karpyn ’97 posed the question, “What prominent Gettysburgian graduated from Maple Newtown Senior High School?” Dawn Kalman P’14, mother of Brooke Kalman ’14, and David Restrepo ’74 were the first to respond with the correct answer. President Janet Morgan Riggs ’77. Happy Birthday to Guy Brown ’35, who turns 102 on July 24. Guy pursued classical studies at the College, followed by a career in real estate. Born in Brown ’35, who turns 102 on July 24. Guy pursued classical studies at the College, followed by a career in real estate. Born in 1914, he is the College’s oldest living alumnus. Many thanks to his brother John for a note alerting us to the milestone.

On social media
What’s popular on social media? Snow. Enough said, but we’re glad you enjoy the beautiful campus in winter. Orange and Blue sunsets come in a close second—look for those on Facebook and Instagram, too.

A story on Suzanne Hemman York ’99 and her career at Converse prompted an added reflection from Emily Heaps ’94. Both psychology majors made organizational change management their niche.

Gettysburgian during the Gettysburggives challenge. Thanks to the many who helped raise the bar: 2,241 donors against a goal of 2,016 and 131 sustaining gifts (100 was the goal). The total amount raised of $696,839 exceeded the challenge amount of $400,000, inspiring the alumni and parent challengers to raise their total to $475,000. All in all, Gettysburggives raised $1,171,839 for Gettysburg College students. Many thanks to all!

Is print dead? Not according to a conversation on Twitter after the winter issue mailed. “The best kind of mail #gettysburggreat #dogreatwork,” tweeted a recent graduate, and her followers chimed in with “O.” Thanks for the love. Is your mailbox empty? Update your current address via the alumni office’s online form. And email alumnimagazine@gettysburg.edu with ideas for stories you’d like to see in future issues. You can also get the current issue to go, along with College news and archived issues, online.

On Snapchat? So is the College. Add @Gettysburgsnaps as a friend.

From the déjà vu file: Bob Moser was a freshman when he and Frank Nieves ’82 were members of the winning 400 Free Relay at the 1982 Centennial Conference Championships for swimming. This year they watched their sons, Zach Moser ’16 and Francisco Nieves ’19, swim the same event at the Centennial Conference Championships, helping secure the conference title for the Bullets. Bob shared the news on Facebook and sent a photo of the four (l-r: Frank, Francisco, Zach, and Bob).

Is it print dead? Not according to a conversation on Twitter after the winter issue mailed. “The best kind of mail #gettysburggreat #dogreatwork,” tweeted a recent graduate, and her followers chimed in with “O.” Thanks for the love. Is your mailbox empty? Update your current address via the alumni office’s online form. And email alumnimagazine@gettysburg.edu with ideas for stories you’d like to see in future issues. You can also get the current issue to go, along with College news and archived issues, online.

On Snapchat? So is the College. Add @Gettysburgsnaps as a friend.

And in the news

It was a busy season for Eisenhower Institute (EI)–related media coverage. Former EI Fellow David Wemer ’14 penned, “Trust, But Verify: Why the European Union Should Show Restraint With Pakistan,” appearing in The World Post (HuffPost). Developments in the Middle East were the topic of a talk by EI Fellow of Intelligence and Middle East Affairs Avi Melamed, covered in The Vindicator.

Philadelphia Futures published “The Courage of a Pioneer,” a profile of Terrance Williams ’05 (above) and describing the impact of the First-Year Walk and his College experience.

Yrna Walters, philosophy, wrote “Sins of the Fathers,” about the movie Spotlight and the sexual abuse of children by Roman Catholic priests, for HuffPost Religion.

Philosophy Prof. Daniel DeNicola’s “Flaunting Our Ignorance,” a look at willful public ignorance, appeared in Salon.

What if Lincoln had lived? In a piece for the Washington Post online, Prof. Allen Guelzo, director of Civil War Era Studies and Henry R. Luce Professor of the Civil War Era detailed four paths to reconstruction that Lincoln likely would have adopted: voting rights, economic integration, Western development, and cleaning the Confederate slate. Prof. Guelzo wrote another commentary on Lincoln, “Great Emancipator was radical of his day,” for The San Diego Union Tribune, which also interviewed him about the 1860 race between Lincoln and Douglas. A CNN Politics.com writer quoted him in “5 Surprising Facts about Abraham Lincoln,” and he appeared on CNN’s Race for the White House episode, “Lincoln versus Douglas.”

The discovery of an ancient tavern in Lattes, France—the oldest Roman restaurant found in the Mediterranean—made international news after the publication of a study coauthored by Prof. Benjamin Luley of the Anthropology and Classics departments.

Did you catch it? Tyra Riedemenn (above right), a standout senior at the Young Women’s Leadership School of East Harlem, came to the Today show plaza on March 30 to talk about the CollegeBound Initiative (CBI). Al Roker was there to forecast more than just the weather, surprising her with the news that she was accepted to Gettysburg College—her first choice school. The CBI, as Tyra explained, helps students in high-need public schools get into college by providing them with full-time college counselors. Gettysburg College was CBI’s first college partner.

Keep the Conversations going on the College’s Facebook, LinkedIn, or Twitter accounts or send a note to alumnimagazine@gettysburg.edu

CONCERNED STUDENT LEADS PROTESTERS IN MARCH TO GETTYSBURG TIMES OFFICE
Nearly 50 members of the College and borough community walked from campus to the Gettysburg Times on Tuesday, May 4, to deliver a petition objecting to the paper’s censorship of a controversial comic strip.

EMPHASIS ON LACROSSE COULD VAULT G-BURG INTO NATIONAL SPOTLIGHT
The game originated with the American Indian and has since rooted itself as the most popular spring sport in the Baltimore and Long Island areas.

FACULTY RECOGNIZES CRAPSTER, GLATFELTER AT TEA IN SUB
Dr. and Mrs. Charles H. Glatfelter and Dr. and Mrs. Basil L. Crapster were the honored guests at a tea held in the Gettysburg College Student Union.… Dr. Crapster succeeded Dr. Glatfelter as Dean of the College on January 31.
At the close of “Parting Shots,” Michael Karpyn ’97 posed the question, “What prominent Gettysburgian graduated from Maple Newton Senior High School?” Dawn Kalman P’14, mother of Brooke Kalman ’14, and David Restrepo ’74 were the first to respond with the correct answer: President Janet Morgan Riggs ’77.

Happy Birthday to Guy Brown ’35, who turns 102 on July 24. Guy pursued classical studies at the College, followed by a career in real estate. Born in 1914, he is the College’s oldest living alumnus. Many thanks to his brother John for a note alerting us to the milestone. *•*

**On social media**

What’s popular on social media? Snow, Enough said, but we’re glad for those on Facebook and Instagram, too. Orange and Blue sunsets, Snow. Enough said, but we’re glad

Is print dead? Not according to a conversation on Twitter after the winter issue mailed. “The best kind of mail Gettysburggreat #dogreatwork,” tweeted a recent graduate, and her followers chimed in with “O.” Thanks for the love. Is your mailbox empty? Update your current address via the alumni office’s online form. And email alumnimagazine@gettysburg.edu with ideas for stories you’d like to see in future issues. You can also get the current issue to go, along with College news and archived issues, online.

On Snapchat? So is the College. Add @Gettysburgsnaps as a friend. *

**From the deja vu file:**

Bob Moser was a freshman when he and Frank Nieves ’82 were members of the winning 400 Free Relay at the 1982 Centennial Conference Championships for swimming.

This year they watched their sons, Zach Moser ’16 and Francisco Nieves ’19, swim the same event at the Centennial Conference Championships, helping secure the conference title for the Bullets. Bob shared the news on Facebook and Instgram, too.

A story on Suzanne Hemman York ’99 and her career at Converse prompted an added reflection from Emily Heaps ’94. Both psychology majors made organizational change management their niche.

Gettysburgian during the Gettysburgives challenge. Thanks to the many who helped raise the bar: 2,241 donors against a goal of 2,016 and 131 sustaining gifts (100 was the goal). The total amount raised of $696,839 exceeded the challenge amount of $400,000, inspiring the alumni and parent challengers to raise their total to $475,000. All in all, Gettysburgives raised $1,171,839 for Gettysburg College students.

Many thanks to all!

**In the news**


It was a busy season for Eisenhower Institute (EI) related media coverage. Former EI Fellow David Wemer ’14 penned, “Trust, But Verify: Why the European Union Should Show Restrain With Poland,” appearing in The World Post (HuffPost). Developments in the Middle East were the topic of a talk by EI Fellow of Intelligentsia and Middle East Affairs Avi Melamed, covered in The Vindicator.

Philadelphia Futures published “The Courage of a Pioneer,” a profile of Terrance Williams ’05 (above) and describing the impact of the First-Year Walk and his College experience.

Prof. Kerry Walters, philosophy, wrote, “Sins of the Fathers,” about the movie Spotlight and the sexual abuse of children by Roman Catholic priests, for HuffPost Religion.

Philosophy Prof. Daniel DeNicola’s “Dancing Our Ignorance,” a look at willful public ignorance, appeared in Salon. What if Lincoln had lived? In a piece for the Washington Post online, Prof. Allen Guelzo, director of Civil War Era Studies and Henry R. Luce Professor of the Civil War Era detailed four paths to reconstruction that Lincoln likely would have adopted: voting rights, economic integration, Western development, and cleaning the Confederate slate. Prof. Guelzo wrote another commentary on Lincoln, “Great Emancipator was radical of his day,” for The San Diego Union-Tribune, which also interviewed him about the 1860 race between Lincoln and Douglas. A CNN Politics.com writer quoted him in “5 Surprising Facts about Abraham Lincoln,” and he appeared on CNN’s Race for the White House episode, “Lincoln versus Douglas.” The discovery of an ancient tavern in Lattes, France — the oldest Roman restaurant found in the Mediterranean — made international news after the publication of a study coauthored by Prof. Benjamin Luley of the Anthropology and Classics departments.

Did you catch it? Tyra Riedemann (above right), a standout senior at the Young Women’s Leadership School of East Harlem, came to the Today show plaza on March 30 to talk about the CollegeBound Initiative (CBI). Al Roker was there to forecast more than just the weather, surprising her with the news that she was accepted to Gettysburg College — her first choice school. The CBI, as Tyra explained, helps students in high-need public schools get into college by providing them with full-time college counselors. Gettysburg College was CBI’s first college partner.

Keep the Conversations going on the College’s Facebook, LinkedIn, or Twitter accounts or send a note to alumnimagazine@gettysburg.edu

**Conversations**
OLYMPIC-SIZED DREAMS

Physics major Andre Hinds ’16

Many second-semester seniors spend their days finishing final academic assignments and projects, applying to graduate schools, and interviewing for jobs. Andre Hinds ’16, a senior physics major, has added another goal to his final to-do list at Gettysburg: qualify for the Olympic Trials.

The track and field athlete has shattered both the Gettysburg College and Centennial Conference records in the discus, adding over 16 feet to the previous school record. He is the first Gettysburg track and field athlete to compete of the NCAA Championship for discus, finishing 16th at the Division III Championship.

While Hinds is open to majoring in many different academic disciplines, he eventually decided on physics after taking a first-year seminar course with Prof. Sharon Stephenson that focused on gender roles within the scientific community.

“I visited her class on my day tour of Gettysburg. She’s probably the reason I ended up coming here at the end of the day,” he said. “I took my first-year seminar with her and am taking a class in the physics department with her as a senior.”

However, Hinds has continued to take classes outside of the physics department that allow him to pursue some of his more interdisciplinary interests.

“I wanted to do a little bit of everything, and I realized I shouldn’t limit myself to certain departments,” said Hinds. “Right now I’m in a history class, I’ve taken Chinese classes, and I’ve taken a lot of classes that I didn’t see myself taking while I’ve been here. And I think those classes have probably been the most important to my development at Gettysburg.”

The small-school feel that Hinds loves about Gettysburg has allowed him to work one-on-one with professionals in the physics community. Last summer, Hinds was a research assistant in physics Prof. Ryan Johnson’s astrophysics lab, studying statistical modeling and computational mathematics.

“So many discoveries are happening right now in this area—and here I am in the thick of it. This is the stuff of graduate school. And I’m doing it at Gettysburg now,” Johnson agrees that Hinds’s experiences both in the classroom and on the track have given him the tools he needs to successfully take on his future.

“I think that Andre’s greatest strength lies in his vision for his own future,” said Johnson. “Even as a sophomore, Andre had entrepreneurial aspirations and plans to put those aspirations into action. Though his focus has narrowed, in no small part due to his research and educational experiences, he now has an even clearer idea of what he wants to do with his life.”

—Erin Meachem ’16

Hinds was curious about whether or not there was a way to model his discus throw to find an optimal release angle. Is there an absolutely perfect discus throw?

After taking a look at some of the physics behind the motion, Prof. Ryan Johnson and Hinds agreed that there was no perfect throw—but there are many components to take into consideration.

“When I’m in the circle, if I feel a wind, I know to throw the discus in a way that I’ll be able to get a good lift out of it. Some of that is experience, but I definitely think some of it is me falling back on my physics background,” said Hinds. “The physics comes up more in shot put. It’s a much simpler object. You’re not dealing with rotational lift or inertia. If I throw this at the optimum launch angle, then I’m going to get the maximum airtime, which will lead to the maximum distance.”

Technique gets technical

Hinds was curious about whether or not there was a way to model his discus throw to find an optimal release angle. Is there an absolutely perfect discus throw?
Olympic-Sized Dreams

Physics major Andre Hinds ’16

Many second-semester seniors spend their days finishing final academic assignments and projects, applying to graduate schools, and interviewing for jobs. Andre Hinds ’16, a senior physics major, has added another goal to his final to-do list at Gettysburg: qualify for the Olympic Trials.

The track and field athlete has shattered both the Gettysburg College and Centennial Conference records in the discus, adding over 16 feet to the previous school record. He is the first Gettysburg track and field athlete to compete in the NCAA Championship for discus, finishing 16th at the Division III Championship. While discus is his main event, Hinds also throws shot put and has qualified for the Olympic Trials for discus in June.

“That’s the goal. I’m going to have to break the school record again. The target number to go to that meet would be 62 meters, which is quite a bit farther than what the school record is now, but I’m confident I can get there.”

Originally from Minnesota, Hinds never doubted his decision to pack up his things and make the move to Gettysburg. He first heard about the College from his high school guidance counselors who sold Hinds on the small-school feel and competitive academic curriculum at Gettysburg.

“Getting to meet some professors, and then getting to meet the track and field coaches let me know that this would be the perfect place where I could fit in and carve out my little niche.”

While Hinds was open to majoring in many different academic disciplines, he eventually decided on physics after taking a first-year seminar course with Prof. Sharon Stephenson that focused on gender roles within the scientific community.

I visited her class on my day tour of Gettysburg. She’s probably the reason I ended up coming here at the end of the day,” he said. “I took my first-year seminar with her and am taking a class in the physics department with her as a senior.”

However, Hinds has continued to take classes outside of the physics department that allow him to pursue some of his more interdisciplinary interests.

“I wanted to do a little bit of everything, and I realized I shouldn’t limit myself to certain departments,” said Hinds. “Right now I’m in a history class, I’ve taken Chinese classes, and I’ve taken a lot of classes that I didn’t see myself taking while I’ve been here. And I think those classes have probably been the most important to my development at Gettysburg.”

The small-school feel that Hinds loves about Gettysburg has allowed him to work one-on-one with professors in the physics community. Last summer, Hinds was a research assistant in physics Prof. Ryan Johnson’s astrophysics lab, studying statistical modeling and computational mathematics.

“So many discoveries are happening right now in this area—and here I am in the thick of it. This is the stuff of graduate school, but I’m doing it at Gettysburg now.”

Johnson agrees that Hinds’ experiences both in the classroom and on the track have given him the tools he needs to successfully take on his future.

“I think that Andre’s greatest strength lies in his vision for his own future,” said Johnson. “Even as a sophomore, Andre had entrepreneurial aspirations and plans to put those aspirations into action. Though his focus has narrowed, in no small part due to his research and educational experiences, he now has an even clearer idea of what he wants to do with his life.”

—Erin Meachem ’16

Johnson was curious about whether or not there was a way to model his discus throw to find an optimal release angle. Is there an absolutely perfect discus throw?

After taking a look at some of the physics behind the motion, Prof. Ryan Johnson and Hinds agreed that there was no perfect throw—but there are many components to take into consideration.

“When I’m in the circle, if I feel a wind, I know to throw the discus in a way that I’ll be able to get a good lift out of it. Some of that is experience, but I definitely think some of it is me falling back on my physics background,” said Hinds. “The physics comes up more in shot put. It’s a much simpler object. You’re not dealing with rotational lift or inertia. If I throw this at the optimum launch angle, then I’m going to get the maximum lift, which will lead to the maximum distance.”

Technique gets technical

Hinds was curious about whether or not there was a way to model his discus throw to find an optimal release angle. Is there an absolutely perfect discus throw?
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When Prof. Carolyn Snively began digging near Konjuh, a remote village in northern Macedonia, a lot of archaeologists thought she was wasting her time. "Most people didn’t think we could find anything of interest out here," she said.

She found plenty. Since 2000, Snively, a professor in the Department of Classics, has returned each summer to this remote corner of the Balkans to excavate a city that flourished here in the fifth and sixth centuries. She and a small collection of archaeologists, Gettysburg students, and local workers have studied features, including whole rooms, which the inhabitants cut into the rock. They’ve uncovered the stone walls of residences; excavated the foundation of a Christian basilica with characteristics found nowhere else in the Balkans; unearthed streets, passages, and doorways; and discovered many artifacts.

No one knows the city’s name. Local people call it simply "Golemo Gradište," or "big hilltop settlement." From the evidence she’s found, Snively concludes that Golemo Gradište was a heavily fortified city in the final turbulent centuries of the Roman Empire, when power was shifting from Rome to Constantinople, Christianity was spreading and displacing the old Roman gods, and invasion was an increasing occurrence. Whoever founded the city chose a spot with strategic and economic value. Golemo Gradište lay in a rich mining region; it overlooked a major east-west road that connected larger cities—Scupi, at modern-day Skopje, and Serdica, at Sofia, in Bulgaria. It enjoyed strong natural defenses, including the Kriva River. It was big enough to have a large church, and probably a bishop.
When Prof. Carolyn Snively began digging near Konjuh, a remote village in northern Macedonia, a lot of archaeologists thought she was wasting her time. “Most people didn’t think we could find anything of interest out here,” she said.

She found plenty. Since 2000, Snively, a professor in the Department of Classics, has returned each summer to this remote corner of the Balkans to excavate a city that flourished here in the fifth and sixth centuries. She and a small collection of archaeologists, Gettysburg students, and local workers have studied features, including whole rooms, which the inhabitants cut into the rock. They’ve uncovered the stone walls of residences; excavated the foundation of a Christian basilica with characteristics found nowhere else in the Balkans; unearthed streets, passages, and doorways; and discovered many artifacts.

No one knows the city’s name. Local people call it simply “Golemo Gradište,” or “big hilltop settlement.” From the evidence she’s found, Snively concludes that Golemo Gradište was a heavily fortified city in the final turbulent centuries of the Roman Empire, when power was shifting from Rome to Constantinople, Christianity was spreading and displacing the old Roman gods, and invasion was an increasing occurrence. Whoever founded the city chose a spot with strategic and economic value. Golemo Gradište lay in a rich mining region; it overlooked a major east-west road that connected larger cities—Scupi, at modern-day Skopje, and Serdica, at Sofia, in Bulgaria. It enjoyed strong natural defenses, including the Kriva River. It was big enough to have a large church, and probably a bishop.
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character and organization of city life—and in the architecture of early Christian churches.

By the 1990s she was teaching at Gettysburg and looking for a site where she could lead her own excavations. It wasn’t easy. The Balkans abound in ancient ruins, but the 1980s and 1990s were decades of turmoil, as Yugoslavia corroded and wars broke out in Croatia, Bosnia, and Kosovo. In 1990, she accompanied local archaeologists to Golemo Gradište, bouncing down dirt roads in a cramped Zastava. It was the first of two trips. “We looked it over and said, ‘Hey, this has possibilities,’” she said.

To get permission to dig, Snively needed a Macedonian collaborator. In 1998, she participated in a pilot project that involved surveying the ruins of a small church, dubbed the “Rotunda,” which had stood outside the city walls at Golemo Gradište. Two years later, she began excavations at Golemo Gradište, teaming up with archaeologists at the Museum of Macedonia in a joint Gettysburg-Macedonia project. They’ve been at it ever since. The excavation team varies year to year but typically consists of a handful of archaeologists and two or three dozen laborers hired locally. Funding has come from different sources, including the Macedonian government, the Dumbarton Oaks Foundation, the Loeb Classical Library Foundation, and Gettysburg College. An excavation season lasts five or six weeks before the money runs out and everyone is exhausted.

Golemo Gradište’s most prominent feature is its acropolis, which occupies a narrow ridge that rises 300 feet above the surrounding countryside. The sides are steep and in places fall off in rocky cliffs. That’s where Snively and her coworkers started. Some things were visible: a room cut into a cliff, a cistern filled with rubble, and a narrow terrace that the inhabitants had built. Excavation uncovered more, including streets, buildings that had been either houses or workshops, and big clay storage jars. Taken together, the evidence suggested that the acropolis had served as a fortress big enough to house soldiers, but also a place where people had lived and worked.

Snively and her team later turned their attention to a broad terrace between the ridge and the Kriva River, where the bulk of the city stood. In 2008, they ran into a curved wall. “The wall belonged to the apse of a Christian basilica, the semi-circular east end where the clergy were seated. More digging revealed the main body of the church—a nave with columns, three aisles and an ambo—a raised stone platform used in the early church for reading the Gospels and Epistles. They also uncovered features unknown in the Balkans, including a semicircular stone structure on one side of the nave that they couldn’t figure out at all.

Telling the history of Golemo Gradište is like assembling a puzzle for which most of the pieces are missing. Snively believes the city began on the terrace next to the river in the middle or second half of the fifth century. Unlike most settlements of the period, the city was not built on the site of an existing Roman town. It seems to have been entirely new. One explanation for this is that invasions may have cut off Roman access to mining areas further north, increasing the importance of mines around Golemo Gradište. Another possibility is that a nearby Roman city was relocated, as many were during this period, to a site more easily defended. (None has yet been found in the area.) Snively also has concluded that the acropolis was occupied at a later date than the terrace below, probably not until the sixth century. This suggests that, at some point after the city’s founding, life at Golemo Gradište grew more precarious, prompting the inhabitants to withdraw into the acropolis. Why? Was it fear of barbarian invasion? Or of rebellious miners?

“Miners seem to have been an unruly bunch,” Snively said. “It’s one of those things I have to look into more closely. In Roman times, most miners were slaves. By Late Antiquity, they seem to have been free, or at least semi-free. But there is evidence that at least some of them were bound to mines and couldn’t leave.”

Snively is especially drawn to the architectural anomalies found in the churches at Golemo Gradište. What is the meaning, for example, of the semicircular structure in the basilica? Where did this idea come from? An expert in the architecture of early churches in Syria has suggested that the feature is Syrian. But who brought it to Golemo Gradište?

Judging from the abundance of weaponry at the site, Snively infers that life at Golemo Gradište was “nasty, brutish, and short.” She found more dead-end streets and fewer doorways than she expected. “Was this because they were concerned about security?” she said. “We don’t know.” The presence of slag, a by-product of smelting, and the abundance of iron artifacts suggest the importance of local mining. But it’s unclear where exactly the mines were then, where the ore was refined, or where the miners lived. “We don’t have much evidence of people living outside the city,” she said.

Parts of looms found at Golemo Gradište suggest a textile industry, but she doesn’t know if it supplied domestic use or trade.
Archeology is a minefield of uncertainty, and Snively treads carefully. Her observations about the site are hedged with modifiers. But not everything about Golemo Gradiste is mysterious. Excavation has revealed the bones of familiar domestic animals, as well as scythes and other recognizable farming implements. Like their ancient precursors, rural Macedonians grow wheat and raise chickens, pigs, goats, and other livestock. They live in stone houses with orange tile roofs, which have changed little in 1,500 years. How ancient life resembled or differed from modern life is a recurring theme in Snively’s courses as she tries to bring the challenge of archaeological interpretation to the classroom.

The difficulties are not all about interpretation. The excavations at Golemo Gradiste have also posed considerable logistical challenges—securing funding, getting permission to dig, hiring workers, and more. For help, Snively has leaned heavily on colleagues at the Museum of Anthropology and the University of Pittsburgh, receiving a promotion: her own office. Last year, his crew found bells—chickens, pigs, goats, and other domestic animals. Macedonians grow wheat and raise chickens, pigs, goats, and other livestock. They live in stone houses with orange-tile roofs, which have changed little in 1,500 years. How ancient life resembled or differed from modern life is a recurring theme in Snively’s courses as she tries to bring the challenge of archaeological interpretation to the classroom.

The difficulties are not all about interpretation. The excavations at Golemo Gradiste have also posed considerable logistical challenges—securing funding, getting permission to dig, hiring workers, and more. For help, Snively has leaned heavily on colleagues at the Museum of Anthropology and the University of Pittsburgh, receiving a promotion: her own office. Last year, his crew found bells—chickens, pigs, goats, and other domestic animals. Macedonians grow wheat and raise chickens, pigs, goats, and other livestock. They live in stone houses with orange-tile roofs, which have changed little in 1,500 years. How ancient life resembled or differed from modern life is a recurring theme in Snively’s courses as she tries to bring the challenge of archaeological interpretation to the classroom.
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Archaeology is a minefield of uncertainty, and Snively treads carefully. Her observations about the site are hedged about with qualifiers. But not everything about Golemo Gradište is mysterious. Excavation has revealed the bones of familiar domestic animals, as well as arybes and other recognizable farming implements. Like their ancient predecessors, rural Macedonians grow wheat and raise chickens, pigs, goats, and other livestock. They live in stone houses with orange tile roofs, which have changed little in 1,500 years. How ancient life resembled or differed from modern life is a recurring theme in Snively’s courses as she tries to bring the challenge of archaeological interpretation to the classroom.

The difficulties are not all about interpretation. The excavations at Golemo Gradište have also posed considerable logistical challenges—securing funding, getting permission to dig, hiring workers, and more. For help, Snively has leaned heavily on colleagues at the Museum of Macedonia, now the Archaeological Museum of Macedonia, and on the people of Konjuh, a poor farming village less than a mile from the site. Most of the workers at Golemo Gradište have come from Konjuh.

“There are few other opportunities,” explained Aneta Kuprijansovska, a 37-year-old woman whose husband helps organize the villagers. “Villagers are glad for the extra income, but they also are proud of their contribution to archaeology. ‘I’m excited at the possibility of finding something,’” said 15-year-old Darko Tàvreski. Last year, his crew found bells and a set of earrings. Working at the Golemo Gradište also has offered Gettysburg students a chance to learn about archaeology firsthand. For Katherine Haas ’10, the experience was transformative. She came to Golemo Gradište as a sophomore, fresh from Snively’s course in Roman civilization. She spent the season drafting maps of the site, taking measurements by day, and revising the maps at night. She came back the next year and received a promotion: her own trench to supervise. Today she is a PhD student in anthropology at the University of Pittsburgh, specializing in archaeology and forensic anthropology. She spends her summers studying 4,000-year-old skeletons in Serbia.

“The thing is with archaeology, you have this massive site, but you can only look at a very small section of it at a time,” she said. “You really have to use your imagination and picture what it was like when people lived there. That’s what kept bringing me back.”

I accompanied Snively to Golemo Gradište last August, after the excavation season had ended. She was wrapping up some business before returning to the United States, including the printing of that season’s official excavation T-shirt. We drove north early in the morning from Skopje, Macedonia’s capital, followed the Alexander the Great Motorway toward the Serbian border. The summer had been hot, and the hills were brown. At the city of Kumanovo, we turned east, then left the highway and followed a narrow, winding back road through a series of villages into the Kriva River Valley. We passed small fields ripe with corn, vegetables, and hay, and women on foot carrying shopping bags and pushing bicycles. Driving past a small store, Snively announced it was the last one before the site. Seven miles farther on, she crossed the river, turned onto a dirt track, and parked under a tree. A hundred yards away stood the Rotunda, the ruins of a small church that once stood outside the city walls. Villagers discovered the site in 1919, they say, after a local man had had a dream that the site was sacred. Little remains of the old church except low limestone walls and piers that once supported columns. It was planned out very carefully,” Snively said as she looked around. “It was not done by local craftsmen. It was planned with great precision. It suggests that somebody in charge— maybe a bishop, maybe—and said, ‘I’m going to build it my way.’ He had the clout and the money to impose his idea. It lets us know that this may have been a fairly grim mining town, but there were some people here who were sophisticated and educated, and interested in religious culture and the proper way to worship—and not just worried about defending the city against uprisings of miners or barbarians.”

“We hike on up toward the acropolis, crossing the low berm that marked the line of the ancient city wall, now buried, then angling up the steep slope. From the top of the ridge, we could look down and see the outlines of the basilica and neighboring buildings. The stones gleamed in the sun. ‘There’s a lot left to do,’ ” Snively said.

Before climbing back down, she made her way to the west end of the ridge, descending a line of stone steps and passing rooms that had been chiseled out of the rock. She walked out on a narrow overcrop until she could go no farther and stood for several minutes looking out over the countryside. It was an old land. In mid-August, it looked parched, rugged, and inhospitable, but, in fact, it was overlaid by layers and layers of human history, going as far back as the Neolithic. It had been settled and resettled over centuries and millennia. Golemo Gradište was only one chapter in a very long story.

From the ridge, she could point to a low plateau where tombstones of Roman soldiers were found in 1995. To the east, only a mile or two away stood Cocev Kamen, or “Tosover’s Rock,” an outcropping famous in Macedonia for its cave, which archaeologists believe was inhabited as far back as Neolithic times. Snively was more interested in a large rock that perched unnaturally on a slope above it. “It’s as big as a house,” she said. “The question is, ‘How did it get there?’”

We’ll never know what’s been taken.

—Carolyn Snively

We followed a trail to where a fence enclosed the excavations on the terrace. When she first came to Golemo Gradište, parts of the terrace had been dug up by people looking for artifacts or maybe just stone for building. “We’ll never know what’s been taken,” she said. She walked among the buildings, lingering in the basilica, balancing on the low walls that traced the outline of a large residence. They had been excavating the residence for several years and still had not found its perimeter. Was it the house of an important family and its slaves? The local bishop? “We don’t know,” she said.

Before driving back to Skopje, Snively followed a narrow road up over the hill to Konjuh. Over the years, she has gotten to know the villagers well, including their struggles to prosper at a time when most of rural Macedonia is emplying. She’s liked and respected in Konjuh. Last summer, she acquired an abandoned house there and began fixing it up, repairing the roof, drilling a well, and hooking up a new electrical line. “I figure that, when I retire, I’ll want to spend time in the village,” she said. Snively’s work at Golemo Gradište has been a long labor of organization and excavation, but also of study and imagination, an effort to wring as much meaning as possible from the scant evidence that remains from Late Antiquity. It’s been “endlessly fascinating,” she said. But she worried if others would find it so. “I don’t know whether, when I retire, anyone will continue working here,” she said. “Or whether it will take another generation before someone is interested.”

In the meantime, she was getting ready for another season.

—Richard Mertens

For further reading: Texts by Prof. Snively are available on The Cupola: www.gettysburg.edu/links • 23
Sixteen first-year Gettysburg College students gather in a semicircle in the middle of an orchard. It’s their first day of college classes, but they’re not there to pick apples for their new professor. They’re there to hunt phage, although they don’t know what that is yet.

Prof. Nikki Shariat introduces Kari Peter, assistant professor of plant pathology from the Penn State Fruit Research and Extension Center in Biglerville, Pennsylvania, and Dave Wenk, a partner in Three Springs Fruit Farm and the orchard where they’re standing. Wenk cuts off a branch from one of the apple trees. Brown leaves curl in tendrils, dry and dead. The apple oozes. “Ten years ago we didn’t know what fire blight was,” he said.

Fire blight, Peter explained, is a bacterial disease that damages fruit trees and related plants, including apple trees. In 2014, growers like Wenk lost between $1,000 and $20,000 per acre as a result of fire blight. That kind of impact is devastating, especially in Pennsylvania, which is the fourth largest producer of apples in the country. And 75 percent of those apples come from Adams County, where Gettysburg is located.

But what does fire blight have to do with phage? What is phage, and why are these students hunting it?
Sixteen first-year Gettysburg College students gather in a semicircle in the middle of an orchard. It’s their first day of college classes, but they’re not there to pick apples for their new professor. They’re there to hunt phage, although they don’t know what that is yet.

Prof. Nikki Shariat introduces Kari Peter, assistant professor of plant pathology from the Penn State Fruit Research and Extension Center in Biglerville, Pennsylvania, and Dave Wenk, a partner in Three Springs Fruit Farm and the orchard where they’re standing. Wenk cuts off a branch from one of the apple trees. Brown leaves curl in tendrils, dry and dead. The apple oozes. “Ten years ago we didn’t know what fire blight was,” he said.

Fire blight, Peter explained, is a bacterial disease that damages fruit trees and related plants, including apple trees. In 2014, growers like Wenk lost between $1,000 and $20,000 per acre as a result of fire blight. That kind of impact is devastating, especially in Pennsylvania, which is the fourth largest producer of apples in the country. And 75 percent of those apples come from Adams County, where Gettysburg is located.

But what does fire blight have to do with phage? What is phage, and why are these students hunting it?
Fire blight is caused by the bacterium Erwinia amylovora. A bacteriophage—phage for short—is a virus that infects and replicates within a bacterium (like E. amylovora). As part of the year-long Introduction to Phage Biology course taught by Shariat, these students will look for—hunt—the phage found naturally in the orchard. The idea is that if you can harness the power of the phage to do what it already does—attack its bacterial host, you have a potential therapy. “I thought, ‘Wouldn’t it be great if we can identify phage against this bacteria and then use it as a potential therapy?’” she said. “And so I’ve been in connection with Dr. Peter, and she’s educated me on how terrible fire blight is for our growers.” Partnerships are an important component of the course. In addition to working with local growers and the Penn State Fruit Research and Extension Center, Shariat and her students are collaborating with Brigham Young University (BYU), where researchers are also investigating how to use phage therapy against fire blight and have previously found success in treating honeybee-killing bacteria.

“Part of the benefit of students completing the phage class is not only the research experience, but also being able to take ownership of a research project and to feel like they are part of a research community,” said Shariat. “Students learn by doing, by communicating their findings, and by being part of a research team.”

Which is why, she said, Gettysburg College sponsored a trip for all 16 of her students to travel to BYU for a symposium in April. There, every student had the opportunity to share the culmination of their research and findings with one another. The two classes collaborated throughout the year remotely via web conference and mini-projects. For example, over the winter, Gettysburg students sent samples to BYU’s lab, where they worked to sequence the phage’s DNA. In the spring, students assembled genomes and studied their genetic makeup, comparing the similarities and differences between BYU and Gettysburg phage. The collaboration helped them learn more about how to optimize phage therapy by location, applying what they learned to create the ideal conditions for phage to fight fire blight in Adams County.

“It’s great for the students to be able to have a research experience and give them ownership over their own project and the outcomes, but some of the skills they learn go way beyond the standard fundamental biological skills,” Shariat added. “The number one lesson they learn is failure and how to deal with it; some students had to try seven times before they got phage.”

That’s why it’s called phage hunting. The process entails cutting the branch of the apple tree into tiny pieces, preparing a plate sample, and then inoculating that plate. Because phage eat bacteria, finding phage requires finding the absence of the bacteria, called plaques, which appear as clear spheres that look like air bubbles. Often what the students find are air bubbles—finding phage requires perseverance.

For Jacob Maroggi ’19, the process took over a month. “It got to the point where I was having dreams about finally getting phage on my plates,” he joked. “But even for those of us who took longer, we were still excited for our classmates who found it. We’re all contributing to the greater good.”

In many ways, the class operates as a team, mirroring the work of colleagues in a professional lab. All students are hunting their own phage, but they are working as part of a group research initiative. Shariat and her students participated in a ropes course and team-building exercise organized by the Gettysburg Recreational Adventure Board (GRAB). Dorothy Vosik ’19, another student taking the course, said having a long-term goal helped. “I know where we want to go and how this is going to help people in the future,” she said. “I didn’t know what fire blight was before this class, and I didn’t know how it was affecting Pennsylvania, even though I’m from Pennsylvania—this research helps my home state and the people who own orchards in the county.”

But the research has broader implications as well. In response to accounts of antibiotic resistance against diseases like the highly resistant MRSA and other bacterial infections that cause problems like acne and staph infections in humans, phage therapy provides an alternative, cost-effective treatment. Phage therapy cocktails can be created to treat specific infections. When resistance develops, a new cocktail can be deployed. The treatment was first developed in the early 1900s and used mostly in Eastern Europe and Russia, where it is still used today. For now, Shariat and her students will continue to focus on using phage therapy in the fight against fire blight. For Wenk and Three Springs Fruit Farm, that means they are able to focus on their business. For the students, it means being able to learn how to do research, work in a lab, and directly apply their coursework to solving a problem in the community—all in their first year (and days) of college.

And, according to Maroggi, “that’s an experience not many students, let alone first-years, are getting across the country.” A grant from the State Horticultural Association of Pennsylvania will support the course in the coming year and fund a student to work with Shariat in her lab, testing the phage isolated by the class against Erwinia amylovora bacteria collected from across the state.

“The number one lesson they learn is failure and how to deal with it; some students had to try seven times before they got phage.”

—Prof. Nikki Shariat

“This research helps my home state and the people who own orchards in the county.”

—Dorothy Vosik ’19

for now, Shariat and her students will continue to focus on using phage therapy in the fight against fire blight. For Wenk and Three Springs Fruit Farm, that means they are able to focus on their business. For the students, it means being able to learn how to do research, work in a lab, and directly apply their coursework to solving a problem in the community—all in their first year (and days) of college.

And, according to Maroggi, “that’s an experience not many students, let alone first-years, are getting across the country.” A grant from the State Horticultural Association of Pennsylvania will support the course in the coming year and fund a student to work with Shariat in her lab, testing the phage isolated by the class against Erwinia amylovora bacteria collected from across the state.

—Carina Sitkus
Fire blight is caused by the bacterium *Erwinia amylovora*. A bacteriophage—phage for short—is a virus that infects and replicates within a bacterium (like *E. amylovora*). As part of the year-long Introduction to Phage Biology course taught by Shariat, these students will look for—hunt—the phage found naturally in the orchard. The idea is that if you can harness the power of the phage to do what it already does—attack *E. amylovora*—then you can use it to eradicate the bacteria and put an end to fire blight.

Before joining the faculty at Gettysburg College in 2015, Shariat completed a postdoctoral program at Penn State, so she knew about the significance of the apple industry in the state. During her interview with Gettysburg College faculty, she presented the idea that the fire blight bacteria collected from growers and the Penn State Fruit Research and Extension Center, Shariat and her students are collaborating with Brigham Young University (BYU), where researchers are also investigating how to use phage therapy against fire blight and have previously found success in treating honeybee-killing bacteria.

"Part of the benefit of students completing the phage class is not only the research experience, but also being able to take ownership of a research project and to feel like they are part of a research community," said Shariat. "Students learn by doing, by communicating their findings, and by being part of a research team."

Which is why, she said, Gettysburg College sponsored a trip for all 16 of her students to travel to BYU for a symposium in April. There, every student had the opportunity to share the culmination of their research and findings with one another. The two classes collaborated throughout the year remotely via web conference and mini-projects. For example, over the winter, Gettysburg students sent samples to BYU’s lab, where they worked to sequence the phage’s DNA. In the spring, students assembled genomes and studied their genetic makeup, comparing the similarities and differences between BYU and Gettysburg phage. The collaboration helped them learn more about how to optimize phage therapy by location, applying what they learned to create the ideal conditions for phage to find and eat bacteria in Adams County.

"It’s great for the students to be able to have a research experience and give them ownership over their own project and the outcomes, but some of the skills they learn go way beyond the standard fundamental biological skills," Shariat added. “The number one lesson they learn is failure and how to deal with it; some students had to try seven times before they got phage.”

That’s why it’s called phage hunting. The process entails cutting the branch of the apple tree into tiny pieces, preparing a plate sample, and then incubating that plate. Because phage eat bacteria, finding phage requires finding the absence of the bacteria, called plaques, which appear as clear spheres that look like air bubbles. Often what the students find are air bubbles—finding phage requires perseverance.

For Jacob Marogi ’19, the process took over a month. "It got to the point where I was having dreams about finally getting phage on my plates," he joked. "But even for those of us who took longer, we were still excited for our classmates who found it. We’re all contributing to the greater good.”

In many ways, the class operates as a team, mirroring the work of colleagues in a professional lab. All students are hunting their own phage, but they are working as part of a group research initiative. Marogi said he helped out classmates who couldn’t get to the lab when their samples needed maintenance, and others returned the favor.

To promote the team concept, in their second week of class, the students participated in a ropes course and team-building exercise organized by the Gettysburg Recreational Adventure Board (GRAB).

Dorothy Vosik ’19, another student taking the course, said having a long-term goal helped. "I know where we want to go and how this is going to help people in the future," she said. "I didn’t know what fire blight was before this class, and I didn’t know how it was affecting Pennsylvania, even though I’m from Pennsylvania—this research helps my home state and the people who own orchards in the county.”

But the research has broader implications as well.

In response to accounts of antibiotic resistance against diseases like the highly resistant MRSA and other bacterial infections that cause problems like acne and staph infections in humans, phage therapy provides an alternative, cost-effective treatment. Phage therapy cocktails can be created to treat specific infections. When resistance develops, a new cocktail can be deployed. The treatment was first developed in the early 1900s and used mostly in Eastern Europe and Russia, where they still use it today.

For now, Shariat and her students will continue to focus on using phage therapy in the fight against fire blight. For Wenk and Three Springs Fruit Farm, that means they are able to focus on their business. For the students, it means being able to learn how to do research, work in a lab, and directly apply their coursework to solving a problem in the community—all in their first year (and days) of college.

And, according to Marogi, "that’s an experience not many students, let alone first-years, are getting across the country.”

A grant from the State Horticultural Association of Pennsylvania will support the course in the coming year and fund a student to work with Shariat in her lab, testing the phage isolated by the class against *Erwinia amylovora* bacteria collected from across the state.

—Dorothy Vosik ’19

—Carina Sitkus

The number one lesson they learn is failure and how to deal with it; some students had to try seven times before they got phage."

—Prof. Nikki Shariat

This research helps my home state and the people who own orchards in the county.”
Ask for the bartender’s special and you might learn to love a new drink. Ask the bartender how to make it, and, well, will you really go through the trouble of making it at home? Three alumni say you should. Enter Embitterment.

Three 2011 Gettysburg graduates started the company, which produces aromatic, natural products for cocktails. Their mission is to simplify and demystify the cocktail-making experience—on a budget.

“In a way, we’re democratizing craft cocktails,” founder Ethan Hall ’11 said.

Hall developed his love for quality cocktails over drinks with clients, as a consultant. Hall’s roommate and cofounder Eric Kozlik ’11 found his calling in wine, taking a wine education course for fun while teaching at the University of Maryland and working toward his MFA in poetry.

“Ethan and I have been pretty good kitchen mates since our senior year at Gettysburg, when we shared an apartment in the building next to The Ragged Edge Coffee House,” said Kozlik. “When we moved to D.C., the food and drink experiments got incrementally more sophisticated, and Ethan started dabbling in spirits and bitters. After he churned out a couple of progressively tastier batches of bitters, we started joking about making a business out of it. Now, about two years later, here we are.”

Hall and Kozlik looped in friend and MBA candidate Russell Garing ’11 for his business chops, and the trio was complete.

“We operate like one really well-rounded person, since none of us can do this work full time,” Kozlik said.

This past April, Embitterment joined Union Kitchen, a D.C. food incubator that provides businesses like theirs with kitchen space, support, and shared resources. They’re focused now on placing their product in more distilleries and stores. The trio recently released their fourth flavor, chocolate bitters, and Kozlik’s wife—2012 valedictorian Carolyn Margaret Murphy ’12—has started experimenting with making chocolate desserts out of the peels and leftover bitter bits.

“I’m just happy to be part of a company built by friends and committed to bringing the most exquisite taste to the most people possible,” said Kozlik. “[People] can pick up our product and become that artist without the extra pretense, flash, and dollar signs.”

Visit their website, embittermentdc.com to learn more about Embitterment.

—Carina Sitkus

There is one drink that is near and dear to our hearts: the Old Fashioned. This was the cocktail that spawned our bitters, and all three of us return to it as the go-to.

—Ethan Hall ’11

**Embitterment Old Fashioned**

**Ingredients**

- 1 sugar cube (or 1/2 tsp of granulated sugar)
- Embitterment Aromatic and Orange Bitters
- Orange peel (for garnish)
- 2 oz rye or bourbon (Bulleit makes a tasty, affordable version of both)

**Instructions**

- In a mixing pint, soak a sugar cube with two dashes each of Embitterment Aromatic and Orange Bitters.
- Once the cube has absorbed the bitters, muddle it in the bottom of a mixing glass so that the sugar is crushed into fine granules.
- Add 2 oz of whiskey, fill glass with ice, and stir for about 20 to 30 seconds.
- Strain the drink into a rocks glass with ice, squeeze the orange peel over the drink to release the essential oils, and run the peel around the rim before placing peel in the glass.

Photo provided by Embitterment
Ask for the bartender’s special and you might learn to love a new drink. Ask the bartender how to make it, and, well, will you really go through the trouble of making it at home? Three alumni say you should.

Enter Embitterment.

Three 2011 Gettysburg graduates started the company, which produces aromatic, natural products for cocktails. Their mission is to simplify and demystify the cocktail-making experience—on a budget.

“In a way, we’re democratizing craft cocktails,” founder Ethan Hall ’11 said.

Hall developed his love for quality cocktails over drinks with clients, as a consultant. Hall’s roommate and cofounder Eric Kozlik ’11 found his calling in wine, taking a wine education course for fun while teaching at the University of Maryland and working toward his MFA in poetry. “Ethan and I have been pretty good kitchen mates since our senior year at Gettysburg, when we shared an apartment in the building next to The Ragged Edge Coffee House,” said Kozlik. “When we moved to D.C., the food and drink experiments got incrementally more sophisticated, and Ethan started dabbling in spirits and bitters. After he churned out a couple of progressively tastier batches of bitters, we started joking about making a business out of it. Now, about two years later, here we are.”

Hall and Kozlik looped in friend and MBA candidate Russell Garing ’11 for his business chops, and the trio was complete.

“We operate like one really well-rounded person, since none of us can do this work full time,” Kozlik said.

This past April, Embitterment joined Union Kitchen, a D.C. food incubator that provides businesses like theirs with kitchen space, support, and shared resources. They’re focused now on placing their product in more distilleries and stores. The trio recently released their fourth flavor, chocolate bitters, and Kozlik’s wife—2012 valedictorian Carolyn Margaret Murphy ’12—has started experimenting with making chocolate desserts out of the peels and leftover bitter bits.

“I’m just happy to be part of a company built by friends and committed to bringing the most exquisite taste to the most people possible,” said Kozlik. “[People] can pick up our product and become that artist without the extra pretense, flash, and dollar signs.”

Visit their website, embittermentdc.com to learn more about Embitterment.

—Carina Sitkus

Embitterment Old Fashioned

Ingredients
• 1 sugar cube (or 1/2 tsp of granulated sugar)
• Embitterment Aromatic and Orange Bitters
• Orange peel [for garnish]
• 2 oz rye or bourbon (Bulleit makes a tasty, affordable version of both)

Instructions
• In a mixing pint, soak a sugar cube with two dashes each of Embitterment Aromatic and Orange Bitters.
• Once the cube has absorbed the bitters, muddle it in the bottom of a mixing glass so that the sugar is crushed into fine granules.
• Add 2 oz of whiskey, fill glass with ice, and stir for about 20 to 30 seconds.
• Strain the drink into a rocks glass with ice, squeeze the orange peel over the drink to release the essential oils, and run the peel around the rim before placing peel in the glass.
• 2011 valedictorian Carolyn Margaret Murphy ’12 has started experimenting with making chocolate desserts out of the peels and leftover bitter bits.

“There is one drink that is near and dear to our hearts: the Old Fashioned. This was the cocktail that spawned our bitters, and all three of us return to it as the go-to.”

—Ethan Hall ’11
At the beginning of the spring semester about 1,600 members of the campus community came together in a town hall-style meeting to focus on campus racism. A team of students organized the forum to learn about the challenges faced by students of color, with thoughtful dialogue on how all in the campus community can work to make Gettysburg more inclusive.

"We see Gettysburg as a place we love, but also a place we know can do better," said Ashley Fernandez ’16, one of the leaders who planned the event—although she was quick to credit the team effort. "We wouldn't work this hard if we didn't love this place," she said.

Participants from the Black Student Union, the Latin American Student Association, and the Gettysburg African Students Association came together with College administrators to share personal experiences and answer questions from the audience. Student leaders and the College administration have committed to work together to enact new initiatives and enhance already existing programs to create a more inclusive environment for students of color.

Later, President Janet Morgan Riggs ’77 wrote, "We all owe a debt of gratitude to our students who are leading this effort, who have been speaking out, and whose goal is to make Gettysburg College better.... The message we have heard from our students is clear: we need to do more, and we need to do some things differently." Examples Riggs cited include opportunities for students, faculty, and staff to enhance their cultural competence; strengthening student advising and mentoring; improving social opportunities for students of color; and ensuring that institutional policies and practices do not inadvertently privilege white members of our community.

The College Board of Trustees has established a new subcommittee on Diversity and Inclusion, led by Troy Datcher ’90. The committee will work with Chief Diversity Officer Jeanne Arnold to provide guidance and support for the College’s diversity and inclusion initiatives.

Outside of the classroom, Angelini works with new educators, leads his district’s teacher’s union, and is an adjunct professor of education at Gettysburg College. He honed his leadership skills as a participant in the Young Alumni Leadership Program provided by the Garthwait Leadership Center.

"Mr. Angelini is not just a leader in the classroom, but a leader in the school and community, regarded for his volunteerism, tireless service to his students, and enthusiasm to exceed expectations," said Pennsylvania Secretary of Education Pedro Rivera.
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At the beginning of the spring semester about 1,600 members of the campus community came together in a townhall-style meeting to focus on campus racism. A team of students organized the forum to learn about the challenges faced by students of color, with thoughtful dialogue on how all in the campus community can work to make Gettysburg more inclusive.

“We see Gettysburg as a place we love, but also a place we know can do better,” said Ashley Fernandez ’16, one of the leaders who planned the event—although she was quick to credit the team effort. “We wouldn’t work this hard if we didn’t love this place,” she said.

Participants from the Black Student Union, the Latin American Student Association, and the Gettysburg African Students Association came together with College administrators to share personal experiences and answer questions from the audience. Student leaders and the College administration have committed to work together to enact new initiatives and enhance already existing programs to create a more inclusive environment for students of color.

Later, President Janet Morgan Riggs ’77 wrote, “We all owe a debt of gratitude to our students who are leading this effort, who have been speaking out, and whose goal is to make Gettysburg College better…. The message we have heard from our students is clear: we need to do more, and we need to do some things differently.” Examples Riggs cited include opportunities for students, faculty, and staff to enhance their cultural competence; strengthening student advising and mentoring; improving social opportunities for students of color; and ensuring that institutional policies and practices do not inadvertently privilege white members of our community.

The College Board of Trustees has established a new subcommittee on Diversity and Inclusion, led by Troy Datcher ’90. The committee will work with Chief Diversity Officer Jeanne Arnold to provide guidance and support for the College’s diversity and inclusion initiatives.

Outside of the classroom, Angelini works with new educators, leads his district’s teacher’s union, and is an adjunct professor of education at Gettysburg College. He honed his leadership skills as a participant in the Young Alumni Leadership Program provided by the Garthwait Leadership Center.

The Pennsylvania Department of Education recommended Angelini for the award. “Mr. Angelini is not just a leader in the classroom, but a leader in the school and community, regarded for his volunteerism, tireless service to his students, and enthusiasm to exceed expectations,” said Pennsylvania Secretary of Education Pedro Rivera.
I received the following information from classmate Hank Wedaa in Anaheim, CA, about a lifetime achievement award, and I quote him directly: “The award was inaugurated to recognize the outstanding achievements and celebrate the exceptional contributions of a colleague of the highest caliber within the fuel cell community, whose passion and commitment to fuel cell technology and its advancement continues to inspire. The lifetime achievement award celebrates the sustained effort of an individual, their subsequent body of work, and the impact on the lives of others now and for years to come, and we are proud to make this presentation at this year’s FCS & EE (Fuel Cell Seminar and Exposition 2015) before a premier global audience to Mr. Hank Wedaa.”

This presentation was made before 450 members at the Westin Bonaventure Hotel in Los Angeles, CA.
I received the following information from classmate Hank Wedaa in Anaheim, CA, about a lifetime achievement award, and I quote him directly: “The award was inaugurated to recognize the outstanding achievements and celebrate the exceptional contributions of a colleague of the highest caliber within the fuel cell community, whose passion and commitment to fuel cell technology and its advancement continues to inspire. The lifetime achievement award celebrates the sustained effort of an individual, their subsequent body of work, and the impact on the lives of others now and for years to come, and we are proud to make this presentation at this year’s FCS & EE (Fuel Cell Seminar and Energy Exposition 2015) before a premier global audience to Mr. Hank Wedaa.” This presentation was made before 450 members at the Westin Bonaventure Hotel in Los Angeles, CA.
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Hospitai’s stroke wing–because I had a stroke about 15 years ago and could silently be dying in my room. Janet taught for some of their families,” and Paul Keiffer, retired pastor at Gettysburg College chapel, is a moving account of his spiritual journey. A final sad note: Don Kluckner died September last month in Windber, PA. He was seven years older than me. Well, a lot of our circle are many of our contemporaries in cocurricular activities. Sue’s husband, Bruce, predeceased her, and she has three children and four grandchildren who survive. Janet Knecht May died in Cincinnati, OH, in Nov. After her husband, Charles, died last July, she also received a master’s degree. She taught advanced English at Shellbourn High School and was chair of the English department, as well as advisor for the yearbook, student newspaper, and literary magazine. She was also involved in the academic challenge team. She lived in Hudson, OH, and traveled in Europe and the U.S. Janet is survived by four children.

In Jan., Leonard Peretti died in Panama City Beach, FL. Leonard received his degree in education and was a high school history teacher in Butler, NJ. He was married to Dorothy Sanders of Gettysburg and has two daughters. That’s our news for this month. How about sending me your latest news?
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Barbara Stithower King 6517 Greenbrier Lane Fayetteville, PA 17222
717-352-7383
barbaram2171@comcast.net

There has been no mail from any of you of either kind, postcard or email. Hope this means you just haven’t thought about me and enjoying my writing. So this will joy your memory for the next time, which is now. I knew the time when I would come would have to inform you that we lost one of our classmates. Donald Charles (ret.) died Nov. 18, 2015. Don attended graduate school at the U of Delaware and then served in the U.S. Army. He returned to civilian life and worked for the Allstate Power Company in Wilmington, DE, as a research scientist in patient research for over 33 years. He proudly served in the U.S. Army Reserve for over 25 years, many years as an instructor in the Chemical Corps, and retired from service as a colonel. He was a student in military and world history and had an extensive collection of military figures. We extend our sympathy to his wife Olive “Chris” Charles and his children, Gayle, Richard F. Leiteman U.S. Air Force (retd) died Dec. 27, 2015. After graduating from Gettysburg in 1952, and then from the ROTC, he went into the Air Force to pursue his dream of flying. While stationed at Little Rock Air Force Base, he met his wife-to-be Carolinn “Bigia” Morgan, a nurse. After many transfers Dick ended his career at Barksdale Air Force Base as a B-52 pilot. The family returned to After all his military service in the West, Dick married to his family. William J. Vignola passed away Jan. 20. William earned his MBA from Drexel U. He also served honorably in the U.S. Army, having been stationed in Japan and also received a master’s degree. He taught advanced English at Shellbourn High School and was chair of the English department, as well as advisor for the yearbook, student newspaper, and literary magazine. She was also involved in the academic challenge team. She lived in Hudson, OH, and traveled in Europe and the U.S. Janet is survived by four children.
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Robert M. “Mike” Gemmill 7 Jeannes Way Red Bank, NJ 07701-3230
201-799-5437
rmg539@gmail.com

Maybe our classmates have writer’s cramp because we haven’t heard much from our group. We did see Quentin Lengel and his wife, Connie Sump and wife Ruth, and Elaine Bornett-Mills ’56 and you might be interested that I am writing this column in Dec. About 20 Art Tales of ’50s vintage Etruria and Cultural History. I have been writing a few moving distance to Easton, PA, for the get-together Elaine and traveled in central Europe in Sept. via an 11-night Grand Circle river cruise up the Danube, beginning in Budapest, the “Paris of the East.” The group of about 120 passengers enjoyed visiting the historic and picturesque towns along the river, including many stops in Germany, Austria, and Hungary. We also enjoyed taking some time to relax, not having to pack and unpack each day, so we highly recommend river cruise travel. We would like to see you at the next time we are in Hudson, OH, at the time of our lives that there will be more of these to report, so to all of you take care of each other and give each other the best wishes. To all.

1956

60th Reunion Yearbook Georgeanna Broman Sibert 729 Hilltop Lane Herkelay, PA 17037-2924
717-539-5360
banspsb@weitron.net

I cannot believe it will be 60 years since we graduated from Gettysburg. Reunion Weekend is June 2-5, I had a very pleasant call from Alan Ruby, as he continues to be very busy with tours, lectures, and some travel, island hopping off the shores of New York. The only other correspondence I received from the College was two deaths of our classmates. Paula Boyer Ritter passed away on Nov. 1, in Toms River, NJ. Howard Bowne Petitt passed away on Dec. 2. We send our condolences to both of these families on the loss of their loved ones. I hope to chat with you at the Reunion in June, Remember, it only happens once, so be there!

1957

Don Halitch 7 Jeeves Way Bethlehem, PA 18017
610-819-2380
jd33270@gmail.com

If you do not like reading a blank column in our magazine, it will be up to you to drop us a line. If you do not like reading a blank column in our magazine, it will be up to you to drop us a line. If you do not like reading a blank column in our magazine, it will be up to you to drop us a line. If you do not like reading a blank column in our magazine, it will be up to you to drop us a line.
1952

Margaret Blanchard Curtis
1015 Old Hecksher Road, #144
Gettysburg, PA 17325
717-334-1041
mbcurtis@embarqmail.com

This time class notes can start with very nice news. Former Assignment Judge, Sam DeSimone of Media, Pa., has been frequently honored for his service to the courts. Recently, Sam was named to the new library resource center at the Glousters County Justice Complex. Supporter Paul The Honorable Hunsberger Stevenson in Fairfield. He retired in 2000.

2015

John H. "Dick" Gemmill, Sr.

A member of the Adams County Library, and a regular ‘58 alumnus, has recently joined the Minerva Press advisory committee. He extended our sympathy to her husband, George, became owners of Rilling’s Bakery in the Frankford section of Philadelphia. She was the first female member to serve on the Board of the PA Baker’s Association. With her husband and family, she enjoyed extensive travel. There was no room in the pages of our magazine, it will be up to you to drop me a line, give me a call, or send an email.

1955

Lee Rilling, owner of Town and Country Real Estate in Philadelphia, PA 19106 One Independence Place

Five years ago, the United States Air Force Security Command, which included tours in Korea and Vietnam, his service awards included Defense Superior Service Medal, Bronze Star, and the Legion of Merit. After his military service, Dave is not tied to Gettysburg, and he was the broker and owner of Town and Country Real Estate in Fairdeal. He retired in 2000. Susan Hunstberger Stevenson also died in 2015. A native of Gettysburg College High School, Sue was the first woman to be elected to the College’s Hall of Athletes. Her 88th Birthday. This should be the year of that milestone, unless you choose not to celebrate before now or are celebrating next year. There are some who were present at the reunion, and a few traveling some distance to Easton, PA, for the get-togethers Elaine and I traveled in central Europe in Sept. via an 11-day cruise, we hope. Several other classmates have mentioned plans to attend Groundhog Day to say ‘Unnkhh’ (the sound of the groundhog) to her three children and two grandchildren. She is survived by her husband, George.

2016

Suzanne Stith머nger
1777 Main Street

Janet Black, formerly of Devon, DE 19331, has recently added to his family. He managed to volunteer for a trip to his family. He is now also the vice president for teaching and administrative responsibilities.

1956

Sixty Year Reunion

Georgiana Bormann Sibert
729 Hilltop Lane
Hersey, PA 19703-2924
717-538-3565
bandjsib@wizdom.net

I cannot believe it will be 60 years in June since we graduated from Gettysburg! Reunion Weekend is June 2-5. I had a very pleasant email from Al Alan Russ, and he continues to be very busy with tours, lectures, and some travel, island hopping off the Shetland Islands! I am very impressed with the correspondence I received from the College.

1957

Don Heflich
7 Jennessee Way
Forestdale, MA 02644
617-559-4066
PBDRHN@comcast.net

Walter Wagner, an adjunct professor at both the Lutheran Theological Seminary at Philadelphia and the University of St. Thomas! (the sound of the groundhog) to her three children and two grandchildren. She is survived by her husband, George.

1958

Janelle Black

Hershey, PA 17033-2924
570-371-1045
Jureen@wizdom.net

Since I haven’t heard from classmates, everyone must be swindled in or playing golf down South. So it is a treat to spend some time with her. I look forward to your news. Since I haven’t heard from classmates, everyone must be swindled in or playing golf down South. So it is a treat to spend some time with her. I look forward to your news.

1995

Helen Ann Scudder Comstock
One Independence Place
Philadelphia, PA 19106
hcomstock@earthlink.net

I am sad to report the deaths of two classmates in Jan. Our condolences go to the following classmates: Donald Charles died Nov. 18, 2015. Don attended graduate school at the U of Delaware and then served in the U.S. Army. He returned to civilian life and worked for the Allied Powder Company in Wilmington, DE, as a research chemist in patent research for over 33 years. He is survived by his wife, Karen Nelson; his husband, and three grandchildren.

2015

Robert M. Miron

This time is news to the following classmates: Donald Charles died Nov. 18, 2015. Don attended graduate school at the U of Delaware and then served in the U.S. Army. He returned to civilian life and worked for the Allied Powder Company in Wilmington, DE, as a research chemist in patent research for over 33 years. He is survived by his wife, Karen Nelson; his husband, and three grandchildren.

2015

Ruth, and Elaine Bennet Bullard ’58 and her husband Betsy, Connie Sump and wife Ruth, and Elaine Bennet Bullard ’58 and her husband Betsy.

1958

Carol A. Hamilton
60 Strand Circle
Cromwell, CT 06416
508-539-4280
bandichamilton@gmail.com

If you do not like reading a blank column in our magazine, it will be up to you to drop me a line, give me a call, or send an email.

1959

Joelaine 1958

I will continue to be very busy with tours, lectures, and some travel, island hopping off the Shetland Islands! I am very impressed with the correspondence I received from the College.

1959

Patricia Weikel Maddox White

During our class notes can start with very nice news. Former Assignment Judge, Sam DeSimone of Media, Pa., has been frequently honored for his service to the courts. Recently, Sam was named to the new library resource center at the Glousters County Justice Complex. Supporter Paul The Honorable Hunsberger Stevenson in Fairfield. He retired in 2000.
1960
Pat Carr Layton
307 Powell Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21207
410-742-7682
mollyhay@comcast.net
Kot Ellis Gaither writes that she and her husband enjoy live in their first apartment building. She snow shoeing to and no leaves to rake. Our Mild. De enabled her to play tennis until shortly before Christmas. She now has a home grown into a little business: glamour mittens with sparkly yarn. She does wish that the Philadelphia sports teams (Phillies, Eagles, and Flyers) would be more successful.

1961
Joyce Koontz
506 Baltusrol
Westfield, NJ 07090
814-941-1195
joykoo71@aol.com
I will begin with sad news. Thomas Dallas Srebnik passed away Dec. 17, 2016. He died at Valley Forge Medical Center. He was 82. He was born in 1934 in Philadelphia. He was a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania. He was the son of the late Thomas S. Srebnik and the late Thelma S. Srebnik. Tom was a 1956 graduate of Gettysburg College with a major in American History. He served in the United States Marine Corp with a rank of Private First Class. He married Margaret L. Spremulli in 1959 and they had five children. He also had five grandchildren. An email from his former wife, Peg Spremulli, states, "I am so sorry to hear of your passing. Tom was a wonderful husband and father. He was a very loving man who always put others first. He enjoyed life to the fullest and was a rock for his family and friends. More sad news: Walter Manfried Weber, a retired computer programmer and the first blind student to enter and graduate from Gettysburg College, passed away on Dec. 22. He was a 1966 graduate of Gettysburg College with a major in Computer Science. He was a successful entrepreneur and had a passion for technology.

1962
Betty Shelly Halziel
193 Aster Avenue
Baltimore, PA 19603
814-548-7648
mehalziel@comcast.net
Class of 1962
We received news from someone who hasn’t heard from us in a while. Bert Kohaysh Jr. Bert is a senior and founding partner of his law firm, still working fulltime running the commercial litigation section of the firm. He has been a director of First Hawaiian Bank since Dec. 1974. He is married to the late Kay Kohaysh. Their two daughters are married: Marla (Ashland, OR) and Linda (Nashua, NH). He has seven grandchildren. Carol taught elementary school for 28 years. She and her husband, John, have traveled to 120 countries on all seven continents. She is doing research on children’s dreams. Congratulations, Carol.

1963
Susan Cunningham Euken
1717 Gattlehouse Court
Baltimore, MD 21207
410-420-0626
minnie102@comcast.net
You can Google his much longer and similar things? Send me your list of PE majors or other classmates do a New Year’s polar plunge. Do other FE majors or other classmates do a New Year's polar plunge.

1964
Kathleen Gibbs
24 Heatherwood Lane
Bedford, MA 01730
978-787-8357
mag127yati@bouq.com
After a brief interlude, we continue with Reunion 2014 news. Merle Coupland Mittelhaus (1954) attended Gettysburg as a married woman with children. As such, she was not permitted to take gym. She was Ms. Senior Pennsylvania in 1954. Merle went on to teach music and perform. Elaine Mag127yati@bouq.com

1965
Rev. Dr. John R. Nagle
310 Whitehall Way
Mooresville, NC 28117
704-650-0675
jnegle@nc.edu
Betsy Slaybaugh Reed and her husband Howard were featured in the Press of Atlantic City with their 50-year participants in an indoor triathlon–perfect for winterlites. The usual events are walking, swimming, and bicycling over the course of four weeks and in the relative comfort of home or a personal gym. In addition to being good for personal health, it’s also a community fundraiser. They also participated in a New Year’s polar plunge. Do other FE majors or other classmates do an event like this? Send me your list of PE majors or other classmates do a New Year’s polar plunge.
1960
Pat Carr Layton 307 Powell Avenue Salisbury, MD 21081 410-742-7692 molly@bcom.net
Kot Eller Gaiter writes that she and her husband enjoy life at their first-floor apartment in snow to show and have no leaves to rake. Our Mild. Dec. enabled her to play tennis until shortly before Christmas. She “was thrilled to be introduced to a new business: gymnastics mittens with sparkle yarn. She does wish that the Philadelphia sports teams (Phillies, Eagles, and Flyers) would be more successful! Julie Gatter Hirsch died in July 2015. She had hoped to attend our Reunion in May but was hospitalized that month. Nothing, as usual, could keep her from following events in the local community and she would appreciate a note from those of you who remember her. Her e-mail, but his address is 506 Balfour Circle, Garland, TX 75044-5076. We lost several classmates during this past year.
Nancy Schneider Marsden died in Oct. in her home in 82 after a nine-year battle with cancer. Although Nancy actively graduated from Gettysburg, she really always was a Gettysburgian. She joined us for our 50th Reunion, “telling her beautiful mouth of life to our Reunion’s chorale group.”
Our sympathy goes to his wife Carol; Bowers Kronenberger was a member of the HI and American Bar Associations. Since 1993, he has been a First Hawaiian Bank since Dec. 1974. He is married with four children and his grandchildren. He is survived by his wife Peggy; his brother Jim and Ann Funk Lapeire.
1961
55th Reunion Year
Van Punt Lapeere 29 Canal Run East Washington Crossing, PA 18977 352-493-5817 vlpafe@best.com
Fifty-five years and a Reunion in June! I look forward to seeing many, many familiar faces in June. Classmates look here first when they receive the magazine, so let us know the fun activities that will help them through their retirement time. As for John and me, we do some traveling, enjoy our grandchildren, play golf and tennis (John, as well as bridge and tutor (Nan) and, generally, enjoy life. Pat Nese Smith writes that it has been a good year for her and Bob (30 in 1961).” This year, they took a fabulous Viking cruise on the Danube with Bill and Linda Matz. The crew included four beautiful cities, all of which had exciting Christmas markets. I'll bet those souvenirs bags are bulging. Earlier in the year, the couple visited Sally Foreman Reid at her lovely home in Jamaica. That is always a fun trip. Finally, a lifetime dream came true. While visiting their son in Los Angeles, he surprised Pat with tickets to a Johnny Mathis concert in the Los Angeles Philharmonic, followed by a backstage meeting with Johnny. At age 79, he continues to give a great concert. Pat looks forward to seeing all of you at our 55th Reunion.
1962
Betty Shelly Hecht 193 Asten Avenue Bethlehem, PA 18015 610-543-4983 mimisu@comcast.net
We received news from someone we haven’t heard from in a while, Bert Koberhaj Jr. Bert is a senior partner of his law firm, still working fulltime running the commercial litigation section of the firm. He has been a director of First Hawaiian Bank since Dec. 1974. He is survived by his two children and his grandchildren. An email from Pete Casagrande indicates Rod and me to stop by his office on our next visit. The two of us drive to see our son and his family in CO. He lives in a home built from their嫌弃的snow house outside of Lawrence back into town and surviving “our mountain.” The past year… SWL
We drove to see our son and his family in Lawrence, KS, home next time Pete.
Our sympathy goes to his wife Carol; Bowers Kronenberger was a member of the HI and American Bar Associations. Since 1993, he has been a First Hawaiian Bank since Dec. 1974. He is married with four children and his grandchildren. He is survived by his wife Peggy; his brother Jim and Ann Funk Lapeire.
1963
Susan Cunningham Ecker 1717 Gatehouse Court Bel Air, MD 21014 410-420-0626 scunningham@comcast.net
I will begin with sad news. Thomas Dallas Shreiner passed away Dec. 27, 2015, at his home in Wytheville, VA. He was 61. Tom coached football at Delaware for 30 years.
Our sympathy goes to his wife Ruth which he and his family are checking out The Villages in FL as a potential winter retreat or as a permanent retirement location. Those in attendance to Toronto and Cape Cod last fall.
1964
Kathleen Gibbs 24 Heathwood Lane Beddington, ME 04005 207-987-8537 mag127yar@icloud.com
After a brief interlude, we continue with Reunion 2014 news. Merle Coulson Millhous (VA) attended Gettysburg as a married woman with children. As such, she was not permitted to take gym. She was Ms. Senior Pennsylvanian in 1954. Merle went on to teach music and perform. Elaine Nagle reports an astounding “45 years in a New Year’s polar plunge. Do other PA. She is the last of her race and Thomas, our two sons. You can Google his much longer and very special obituary. Those in attendance were all family, friends, homemaking, gardening, bird feeding, skiing, and teaching English classics. Elaine Nagle Hartzell (Cay), NC had her two sons and taught middle school science for 28 years. She and her husband, John, have traveled to 120 countries in 120 countries on all seven continents. I did only five shows last year…. Still I look forward to seeing many, many ’61 classmates. Best wishes to all! That is all for now. Please continue to let me know how you are doing.
1965
Rev. Dr. John R. Nagle 337 Whitehall Way Cape Coral, FL 33990 239-467-0275 jnagle@comcast.net
Betsy Slieybaugh Reed and her husband Howard were featured in the Press of Atlantic City. More than 100-year participants in an indoor triathlon— perfect for winterlites. The usual events are mountain bike, bike, and run over the course of four weeks and in the relative comfort of home or a personal gym. In addition to being good for personal health, it’s also a community fundraiser. They also participated in a New Year’s polar plunge. Do other PA. She is the last of her race and Thomas, our two sons. You can Google his much longer and very special obituary. Those in attendance were all family, friends, homemaking, gardening, bird feeding, skiing, and teaching English classics. Elaine Nagle Hartzell (Cay), NC had her two sons and taught middle school science for 28 years. She and her husband, John, have traveled to 120 countries in 120 countries on all seven continents. I did only five shows last year…. Still I look forward to seeing many, many ’61 classmates. Best wishes to all! That is all for now. Please continue to let me know how you are doing.
sent news of his new book called African Christian Mothers and Fathers: Why They Matter to the Church. Today it was reviewed by an African American church historian from Howard and an African scholar on the faculty at the U of Johannesburg. They call it “an essential contribution” and write of the “great interest” the book will be to “those interested in understanding Christianity as an African phenomenon.” The publisher thinks highlighting black contributions to Christian theology, as Mark does in his book, can be a timely contribution in view of the rise of the Black Lives Matter movement. Mark and his wife Besley enjoyed a great vacation in Tahiti and shared the joy of their youngest with her marriage last summer in OR. All three children are married to great folks, Kelly Alsadeck, Jane Engel Gallagher, and I enjoyed lunch about our women on our mail trucks is that they are so thin that they do not rattle the truck as on our mail trucks is that they are so big that they can fit in the back of a truck. One benefit of the new chains we have is that they are so big that they can fit in the back of a truck. A heck of a blizzard in late Jan! Our snow blower, and between that and the plowing the driveway. Ment insisted that they creep up on nothing because it was not raining. On the other hand, they are not snowdrifts in our backyard. Luckily, we have a snow blower, and between that and the plowing the driveway. We have made the move. Their new contact information is: 3456 Great Oak Drive

1971 Reunion

Benny Shroyer

drl1378@aol.com

32 inches in Lebanon. They have joined the Lake Lanier Sailing Club and are also "hooked" on the Tuesday and Thursday water ski practice. Even the calls have adjusted. Thank you, Barry, Carol, and Jack for all you do for the Class of 71!

1975

Debra Ann Myers Dykes
317 Moorings Way

tloridale@yahoo.com

in Detroit and Chicago, respectively. He then became an oil fields of Tulsa. He then became a correspondent for this magazine for many years, was buried on Dec. 15 in Arlington National Cemetery. Sally Kay was remembered in our hearts. Anthony L. Riordan, Class of 1956, received news about the death of a sister during the Vietnam War and a staunch advocate for the movement his work and community affairs. Ken’s favorite pastime is walking his Portuguese Water Dog, King. King mentioned contact with a pair of fraternity brothers, Bob Dimeo and Frank McNally. Bob works fulltime at Temple U in human resources. Fred has retired and turned over the running of his business in DE to one of his two sons, Ken, Bob, and Fred all plan to attend the 40th Reunion.

1970

Certified public accountant, has been married for many years, was buried on Dec. 15 in Arlington National Cemetery. Sally Kay was remembered in our hearts. Anthony L. Riordan, Class of 1956, received news about the death of a sister during the Vietnam War and a staunch advocate for the movement his work and community affairs. Ken’s favorite pastime is walking his Portuguese Water Dog, King. King mentioned contact with a pair of fraternity brothers, Bob Dimeo and Frank McNally. Bob works fulltime at Temple U in human resources. Fred has retired and turned over the running of his business in DE to one of his two sons, Ken, Bob, and Fred all plan to attend the 40th Reunion.

1969

Jana Hemmer Sund

271 Westmoreland Drive

Plymouth, MA 02360

857-823-6600

jansurdi@aol.com

Gettysburg "70"

I hope everyone had a good winter! No one has sent me information to report, so here is the last bit I can do. MD had a snowfall that was so big that it did not rattle the truck as on our mail trucks is that they are so big that they can fit in the back of a truck. One benefit of the new chains we have is that they are so big that they can fit in the back of a truck. A heck of a blizzard in late Jan! Our snow blower, and between that and the plowing the driveway. Ment insisted that they creep up on nothing because it was not raining. On the other hand, they are not snowdrifts in our backyard. Luckily, we have a snow blower, and between that and the plowing the driveway. We have made the move. Their new contact information is: 3456 Great Oak Drive
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drl1378@aol.com
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in Detroit and Chicago, respectively. He then became an oil fields of Tulsa. He then became a correspondent for this magazine for many years, was buried on Dec. 15 in Arlington National Cemetery. Sally Kay was remembered in our hearts. Anthony L. Riordan, Class of 1956, received news about the death of a sister during the Vietnam War and a staunch advocate for the movement his work and community affairs. Ken’s favorite pastime is walking his Portuguese Water Dog, King. King mentioned contact with a pair of fraternity brothers, Bob Dimeo and Frank McNally. Bob works fulltime at Temple U in human resources. Fred has retired and turned over the running of his business in DE to one of his two sons, Ken, Bob, and Fred all plan to attend the 40th Reunion.
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sent news of his new book called African Christian Mothers and Fathers: Why They Matter to the Church. Today, it was reviewed by an African American church historian from Howard and an African scholar on the faculty at the U of Johannesburg. They called it "an essential contribution." And wrote of the "great interest" the book will be to "those interested in understanding Christianity as a whole and a black phenomenon." The publisher thinks highlighting black contributions to Christian theology, as Mark does in his book, can be a timely contribution in view of the rise of the Black Lives Matter movement. Mark and his wife Belays enjoyed a great vacation in Tahiti and shared the joy of their youngest with her marriage last summer in OR. All three children are married to great spouses. Kelly Alsedek, Jane, Engel Gallagher, and I enjoyed lunch about a few days in New Orleans and shopping in Gettysburg in and shopping in Gettysburg. The downtown continues to evolve into an interesting place. I was not at all retiring at the end of May, really. The stock market is cooperating the way I expected it to. My new favorite quote is from Bradley Miller, "Teaching a child not to step on a celandine is as valuable to the child as it is to the celandine." 

1971

Clay Piling 4220 Morris Road Hatboro, PA 19040 215-675-4742 cpiling@msn.com

Steve "Triff" Triffletti 124 Long Pond Road Plymouth, MA 02360 508-746-1464 (work) 508-746-9235 (fax) steve@triffletti.com

Gatbsbury College Class of 1973

Dennis Royal wrote to bring us up-to-date. After graduation, Dennis joined the U.S. Army for 5 years and left as an Armor Captain. He attended Tulane U and mat and married his wife of 24 years, Lynn. They then moved to the oil fields of Tulsa. Dennis then earned an engineer at the Sunoco refinery in Philadelphia. Dennis and Lynn have two sons, Jonathan and Stephen. They then graduated from college and are working in Dauphin and Chester, respectively. Both Lynn and Dennis love to travel, Lynn is retired and they are debating where to live when they retire. Dennis, thank you for updating. Good luck with your retirement plans. Let us know where you eventually decide to put down your retirement roots! Keep sending me updates, and I will include your news in my column next year.

1974

Linda Hamer Morris 601 W. San Mateo Road Apt. #730 Santa Fe, NM 87505 505-290-7406 lindahamer1974@gmail.com

Well the sun is shining in Santa Fe as I write this. In Aug, Barry Letts (berlin@comcast.net) along with Dave Romey, Janet Morgan, Dave Eichelman, Mert Gilbert, Don Papson, Gary Boguski, and Kirby Bashore took a white-water rafting trip on the Pacuare River in Costa Rica. It was class 3 and 4 rapids, and Barry says it was "absolutely outstanding." They also went hiking, horseback riding, and zip lining through the rainforest. Mert insisted that they creep up on nothing more than a crocodile. This time their second white-water trip. They previously rafted Cataract Canyon in Canyonlands National Park, UT. "The Rock of the Californian Olympians" have gotten together every year since 1972, minus two. The group also includes Ron Papson, Ed Hayes, Mike Young, Jeff Cook, Ken Beshore, and Dick Matthews.

1975

If anyone is interested in taking over the class correspondent, please contact Joe Lynch '85 at jlynch@gettysburg.edu or 717-337-6522. These notes came in the Alumni Office from Frank Cannon. Jeff Hess passed away in May 2015. In July, a group of 25 Lambda Chi brothers traveled to Albany, NY, for a celebration of Jeff's life with family and friends. For those of us who knew Jeff, his love of music, his willingness to always be available to help others, and his love of family will forever resonate and be remembered in our hearts.

1976

40th Reunion Year

Debra Ann Myers Dykes 317 Kirkwood Drive Youngstown, OH City #1270 330-691-1496 debra.dykes@gmail.com

I was happy to hear from two of our classmates. Mark A. Weiszbaecher shared that he was named again in the Nov. 2015 issue of New Jersey Monthly Top Doctor List in Internal Medicine. He continues to practice in northern NJ and has been the medical director for a five-star health and rehabilitation center for two years. Jeffrey Danziger writes that he began his life after graduation as an Air Force officer and felt fortunate to be assigned as chief of police at a base in Germany when the Berlin Wall fell. He married Kathy, a nurse, who graduated from Messiah College in Grantham, PA. They had three children born in H, Germany, and Washington, DC. His second career was as a missionary with Child Evangelism Fellowship in eastern PA for 21 years, and he was the director for the last seven years. His children, now grown, have provided Jeff with five grandchildren. Four years ago, he graduated from Capital Seminary with a PHD in leadership. Jeff shared that he is still in touch with his college roommate. Vince Albertini and feels a strong sense of gratitude to Gettysburg. Lake Lanier Sailing Club and are also "hooked" on the Tuesday and Thursday water ski competitions. Even the cats have adjusted. Thank you, Barry, Carol, and Jackal Ann for even who wants to be mentioned, please contact me.

1977

Kate Jackson Rossman 3853 Lewiston Place Fairfax, VA 22030 703-931-0171 kmarch@qwest.net

Ed Riggs is busy in retirement, writing spots for the paper, acting, chairing the board of the local community theater, hiking, and spending lots of time at the Appalachian Trail Museum. In 2014, he finished the 2,189-mile Appalachian Trail. He said it was the most incredible experience of his life. He knows that this is in his eighth year as President of Gettysburg College. So let us all keep it kept and keeping Gettysburg great! Could it actually be possible that next year will be our 40th Reunion? In the meantime, let me know who you have been up to these all years!

1978

Dale Luy 3993 Greenville Road Meyersdale, PA 15552 dale7137@aol.com

Gettysburg College Class of 1978

Frank Cannon reports that NJ state Sen. Peter J. Barnes III has joined on the board of the NJ Commission for the Humanities. Frank is serving his second term, Keep up the good work, guy! We all know that we will all keep on coming from you.

1979

Dianna Lappe Conney 14 Byre Lane Walkersville, PA 19866 302-484-3523 dianne.conney.diane@gmail.com

Gatbsbury College Class of 1979

Many of us in the East experienced blizzard conditions and subsequent beach flooding in mid-Jan. I hope you fared well through the winter. Send me your news! Stuart May is putting that Gatbsbury College Class of 1979 reunion idea to good use. He leads the trivia team to victory about every year! I will be retiring at the end of June, and feels a strong connection to Gettysburg. Lake Lanier Sailing Club and are also "hooked" on the Tuesday and Thursday water ski competitions. Even the cats have adjusted. Thank you, Barry, Carol, and Jackal Ann for even who wants to be mentioned, please contact me.
To post news, click myGettysburg at www.gettysburg.edu

1980

Joseph Sacch
572 Jackson Avenue
Washington, PA 15301
203-219-3147
LSACKY1@comcast.net

Gettysburg College Class of 1980

Happy spring! I am starting to acclimatize to writing this updates two to three months in advance of the publication, as it is Feb. and these notes will appear in print in May. That being said, the Class of 1981 Reunion is only a month away and an unnamed source has informed me there will be a pre-reunion party at the old Wolf’s Pub on Thursday, June 2. Class of 1980 alumni are welcome to crash the party if they are in town. Just use the secret password, “Save Silve Lake,” and Dave Stiley ’81 will let you in the speakeasy. Studied chemistry. Let’s start with Lisa Morton Bruce who reported, “Days after our Reunion, Laura Burke Hecker, Sue Speckman Murray, Sue Schmitz Brija, Karen Ziegler Goldfeder, Muriel Koehler, Neighbors, and I rented a house in St. Helen’s by Napia, PA. We did wine tours, biked out into the woods and had lots of laughs.” It sounds like a whole bunch of our classmates are having fun with no casualties.

1981

35th Reunion Year

Mary Higley
610 Dill Road, Way
Naples, FL 34108
sasymyser@jcom.com

Gettysburg College - Class of 1981

1982

Kathy Woods Lynch
90 Springs Avenue
Gettysburg, PA 17325
kathyj.mch@gmail.com

Gettysburg College Class of 1982

Greetings, all! There is not much news, so here we go. ACNB Bank recently promoted Doug Seibel to executive vice president. Doug joined the bank in 2008 as senior vice president of commercial lending. In his new role, he serves as ACNB bank’s chief lending and revenue officer, overseeing all lending teams, treasury management, and corporate strategy. Doug, speaking as our class treasurer, I salute you! He is also active in many civic organizations in the Hanover, PA, area, including the Borough of Hanover Planning Commission, First United Methodist Church, Hanover Hospital, Hanover Country Club, Hanover Rotary Club, Greater Hanover Chapter of the American Red Cross, and Golden Visions Adult Day Service. It sounds like Hanover is lucky to have him. (Thanks for the info, Nall Bryant!) On the day after Super Bowl 50, Ellen Bakala an had an opinion piece in the New York Daily News, “A new law that will be good for all.” It’s not as bad as it sounds. From Denise Higgins Keundig and her husband from the Fountian of Youth in St. Augustine, FL, which sounds like a real paradise, she wonders, “What ever happened to Gary Rothenberg signing in NJ. Inquiring minds want to know!”

1983

30th Reunion Year

Leslie Crone
184 Laurel Bridge Road
Lebanon, PA 17042
610-274-3386 (home)
484-698-3299 (cell)
leslie.crole2@gmail.com

Gettysburg College - Class of 1983

Hi, classmates! I did not find any updates for this edition. Don’t let our column be blank again. Please write or call.

1984

David Schaler
676 Windsor Drive
Westminster, MD 21158
410-799-2271
davidschaler62@gmail.com

Gettysburg College Class of 1984

1985

Kathy Reese Lang
1812 Hanover Avenue
Richmond, VA 23220
klang@richmond.edu

Gettysburg College Class of 1985

35th Reunion Year

Liz LaForte
2246 Meadowbrook Drive SE
Columbus, OH 43204
319-270-2160
lizlaf@att.net

Gettysburg College Class of ’86

Class Page

Writing this news column is always a very humbling experience for me, so here we go. Jim and Karen Ziegler are the active club president. Hi! long and straight, Dawn received his first chord from Denise Higgins Keundig and her husband from the Fountain of Youth in St. Augustine, FL, which sounds like a real paradise, she wonders, “What ever happened to Gary Rothenberg signing in NJ. Inquiring minds want to know!”

1986

Jim Anderson
13 Bay Hill Road
Leonards, NJ 07737
732-291-2925
andersonj27@me.com

Gettysburg College Class of ’86

25th Reunion

Steve and Marie Silas Sitko gave me an update on their family. Steve works for Novatia and is on the road a great deal between Switzerland and across the U.S. His wife, Marie stays busy with her lawyer activities. Their oldest son, Ben, is a senior at Chatham (NJ) High School, wrapping up his hockey and career athletics, Gettysburg is high on his list of possible colleges. Patrick, a freshman at Chatham, throws the shot put, Matt Rockstech and his wife live in Phoenix, MD. Matt is the CCO for Horan Capital Management, a registered investment advisor located in Chicago. Their daughter, Allie, is a sophomore at U Chicago with a strong interest in communications. Son Matthew is a junior at Layton Blakely High School in Towson, MD, and is on the campus tour circuit. Youngest daughter Olivia is in ninth grade at Honea Downe Prep in Towson, MD, and enjoys playing soccer, lacrosse, and basketball. Matt also hosts a Gettysburg College student as part of the College’s Career Center’s Career Development with a day of shadowing during the Jan. break. Those kids could have shadowed Matt during his Gettysburg days, they would have had quite an experience also. Reminder our 30th Reunion will be next June. The Class of 1986 is also active in many civic organizations in the Hanover, PA, area, including the Borough of Hanover Planning Commission, First United Methodist Church, Hanover Hospital, Hanover Country Club, Hanover Rotary Club, Greater Hanover Chapter of the American Red Cross, and Golden Visions Adult Day Service. It sounds like Hanover is lucky to have him. (Thanks for the info, Nall Bryant!) On the day after Super Bowl 50, Ellen Bakala an had an opinion piece in the New York Daily News, “A new law that will be good for all.” It’s not as bad as it sounds. From Denise Higgins Keundig and her husband from the Fountian of Youth in St. Augustine, FL, which sounds like a real paradise, she wonders, “What ever happened to Gary Rothenberg signing in NJ. Inquiring minds want to know!”
in six vertebrae as a result of severe osteoporosis. She curts her blessings, however, and has made great contributions because she is probably the only member of the Class of '79 who was born, raised, and has been living in the Pittsburgh area, give her a call. She'd love to catch up with you. Although Rick Waechter joined his family in MA, he splits his time between Boston and Philadelphia. He is president and CEO of Bistron magazine and a number of additional publications. He is also president and CEO of Bistron magazine. It isn't as crazy as it sounds, he says, because it's usually a quick flight between cities. Rick has four children, is a pilot, and enjoys outdoor sports. Soni Dimond moved from her long-time residence in Lancaster, PA, to Naples, FL, to be vice president for fund development and communications for Beasley Broadcast Group. In her new position, she is responsible for the strategic direction and content of internal and external communications for the radio company. Soni has spent 16 years as founder and president of Soni Dimond Media. Ted and Rhonda Thomas '81 Elocko: daughter Amy was married last fall. Fellow Phi Delta Theta brothers Bruce Bills '78 and Frank Price are together in Naples and there to help celebrate the occasion. Jim Birkenstock has worked as a software engineer and SaaS Systems for the last 10 years, and he loves his work. He lives in Washington Twp., NJ 07676 and has a second home in Mastic Beach, NY. He splits his time there to help celebrate the occasion. Jim Birkenstock has worked as a software engineer and SaaS Systems for the last 10 years, and he loves his work. He lives in Washington Twp., NJ 07676 and has a second home in Mastic Beach, NY. He splits his time there to help celebrate the occasion. Jim Birkenstock has worked as a software engineer and SaaS Systems for the last 10 years, and he loves his work. He lives in Washington Twp., NJ 07676 and has a second home in Mastic Beach, NY. He splits his time there to help celebrate the occasion. Jim Birkenstock has worked as a software engineer and SaaS Systems for the last 10 years, and he loves his work. He lives in Washington Twp., NJ 07676 and has a second home in Mastic Beach, NY. He splits his time there to help celebrate the occasion. Jim Birkenstock has worked as a software engineer and SaaS Systems for the last 10 years, and he loves his work. He lives in Washington Twp., NJ 07676 and has a second home in Mastic Beach, NY. He splits his time there to help celebrate the occasion.
School (Fairfax, VA) Athletic Hall of Fame. She was a very lettered and team captain of the field hockey, basketball, and soccer teams at Robinson. She also received all-district and all-region honors for all these sports and Northern District Tournament MVP in basketball. While a star athlete at the Iburg, competing in field hockey and basketball. What an amazing honor, Kathy! Great job! That’s all I have. Please feed my inbox for the fall issues. That deadline is June 15.

1990
Amy E. Tarato
PCB Box 214
Elkins, WV 26241
650-548-4706
astarato@gmail.com
Gettysburg College Class of ’90
Hello, everyone! Vicki Lattimer Rice has launched a sustainable tote line called Little Sposa Design. The line includes reusable shopping bags, which pouches silkscreened with original patterns designed by her in Brooklyn, NY, and made in the US. The hope is to expand to include a “one for one” model down the road. At the moment, Vicki does a “pattern for good,” where a portion of the proceeds go to-worthy organizations. Her proceeds will benefit Friends of the Earth, specifically aimed at the plight of the bear. Learn more at shoplittlesposa.com. Vicki lives happily in Brooklyn with her husband Tim and their children Lincoln (10) and Molly (8). She recently graduated from Brooklyn College with a BFA in design.

1991
25th Reunion Year
Michelle Lynette Hughes
1402 Kimberly Glen Court
Chantilly, VA 20151
703-895-6180
mhughes1969@yahoo.com
Hello, Class of 91! Feel free to send me your exciting news, and I would be glad to include it in our next issue!

1992
Gina Gabriele
1 Jane Street, 1E
New York, NY 10014
415-271-3209
ginagab@gmail.com
Gettysburg College Class of 1992

1993
Bridget Donnelly Collins
Campbell Court
Mickleton, NJ 08056
bridget@collincollins.com
Gettysburg College Class of 1993

1994
S.J. Jones
740 W. 68th Street, #108
New York, NY 10023
718-551-0000
sjjones@aol.com
Gettysburg College Class of 1994

1995
Becky Schneider Keller
576 Peachtree Lane
Paris, TX 75091
kjwberch@yahoo.com
Gettysburg College Class of ’95

1996
20th Reunion Year
Ann Feller
145 West Seminole Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15218
lfsoren@rac.com
Gettysburg College Class of ’96
Happy spring! After you’ve done putting away your winter boots, send me an update to share with our class! You probably know our 20th Reunion is coming up June 1. I am sad to miss it (Board meeting for work), but I know the committee is busy planning a lot of fun activities for our class. Now is when you put down the magazine and send me an update.

1997
Green Colvard Blaizt
11244 Hurdle Drive
Potomac, MD 20854
gblaizt@yahoo.com
Gettysburg College Class of 1997

1998
 Helen Demagno
8153 Mississippi Road
Lauren, MD 20724
hdelemaga@gmail.com
Gettysburg College Class of 1998

1999
Sue Bottone
740 Baylston Street, Apt. 16f
Boston, MA 02129
SusanBottone@gmail.com
Gettysburg College Class of 1999

2000
Marna Szuza Redding
1507 Baker Avenue
North Andover, MA 01845
mgred66@gmail.com
Gettysburg College Class of 2000
Big congratulations to Mark Benjamin and Lindsay Albert. They were married on Nov. 21 at Washington Crossing (PA) Inn. Their nieces and nephews were the bridesmaids and groomsmen. It was a beautiful day! Catherine M. Schott Murray and husband Peter welcomed their second child, Hannah Catherine, on Mar. 17, 2015. Jenny Robertson and her husband, Mark, welcomed their new baby, James Martin Robertson, on April 16, 2015.

2001
15th Reunion Year
Kathryn Ferguson Adams
18 Pouch Tree Trail
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305
717-642-9254
kadams@gettysburg.edu
Gettysburg College Class of 2001
Hello, Class of 2001! I hope everyone has a great spring. If you have not yet made your gift this year, please do so. That just means you need to start saving now; it’s not too late! Remember to update us when you have exciting things happening in your life. I know Facebook keeps us all in touch, but this is a space to share among friends! It’s hard to believe it’s been a year since our 15th Reunion. That just means you need to start saving the date now for our 20th Reunion in the summer of 2020! And remember, even though we’re not in a “special” reunion year, Gettysburg still needs our support. If you have not yet made your gift this year, please do so.

2002
Catherine Distich Pulse
1388 Canterbury Way
Potomac, MD 20854
301-806-0762
cathydistich@hotmail.com
Gettysburg College Class of 2002
Hello, Class of 2002! Courtney Sneddon Messner wrote that she was recently selected as a 40 Under 40 honoree in Arlington, VA, through Leadership Arlington. The 40 Under 40 is a societal call to action to identify the next generation of emerging leaders and trailblazers in the Washington, D.C., metropolitan region. Its purpose is to recognize 40 emerging leaders under the age of 40 who demonstrate personally or professionally through their exceptional leadership in our region. Feel free to send me your exciting news, and I would be glad to include it in our next issue.

2003
Jennifer O’Hara Roche
29 Lakeside Avenue
Darien, CT 06820
joh22020@gmail.com
Gettysburg College Class of 2003
James and Katie Daggett Bealer welcomed their third son, Harry, Thomas Bealer, on Jan. 7, weighing 9 lbs. 1 oz. His big brothers are Jack (5½) and Charlie (5½).

2004
Katie Orlando
2500 University Avenue
Waterloo, IA 50701
katia.orlando@lowsigp.org
Gettysburg College Class of 2004
Hello, Class of 2004! Our classmates have wonderful updates to share! Lindsey Spafford Prokay and husband Ryan welcomed a baby boy, Holden Ryan Prokay, on July 7, 2015. Ducay Bates Poolder and husband Scott welcomed their daughter Evelyn into the world on Dec. 19. Amanda McCleary and husband Ryan recently traveled to Dallas, TX, for their mini-Gettysburg reunion with friends and family in the Naples, FL, area. Jim and his family walked along the beach exploring Naples and catching up with friends Molly (8) and Patrick (1½) recently had a wonderful update to share with their class. Molly (2) enjoys staring and smiling at her new playmate. Class of ’05, please send me your updates coming!

2005
Madie Orlando
9010 Riva Ridge Drive
Great Falls, VA 22066
madie.orlando@gmail.com
Gettysburg College Class of 2005
On Dec. 16, Jill Janocha Redmond and her husband Derek welcomed a baby girl, Bri-La, with big sister Brynn Ann (2) enjoying staring and smiling at her new playmate. Class of ’05, please send me your updates coming!

2006
10th Reunion Year
Monique Mathews Glore
69 W. Middle St.
Gettysburg, PA 17325
410-807-0290
monique.mathews@gmail.com
Gettysburg College Class of 2006
Hans Manfaldy and his wife Amy welcomed their second child, Leo Reid Hantley, on Dec. 28, weighing in at 8 lbs. 10 oz., and big sister Olivia ‘13, are thrilled to announce the birth of their third son, Matthew ‘20. They recently purchased a home in Rye, NY, this past summer. They’re also thrilled to announce the birth of their fourth child, baby boy, Colin Anderson Shea, on Oct. 19. Rich ’04 and Hayley Syracuse Gallagher bought a house in Rye, NY, this past summer. They’re also thrilled to announce the birth of their son, James, on Jan. 9. Sarah Flood married Brian Cymbor on July 25 in Guillfult, CT. They met while working at the Mayo Clinic. Gillian Syracuse Chandra was a bridesmaid. Julian Hannel Lynch, Molly Wilcoxon, Kathryn Adams Ferguson, Peter Greenhalgh, Andrew King, Bill and Nicole Pedota Jackson, Megan Anderson ‘97, Alisa Amor ‘07, Jon Condo ’05, Darrin McIntyre ’08, and Rich
Hello, everyone! Vicki Lattimer Rice has launched a sustainable tote called Little Spoons Design. The line includes recycled cotton pouches silkscreened with original patterns designed by her in Brooklyn, NY, and made in the US. The hope is to expand to include a “one for one” model down the road. At the moment, Vicki does a “pattern for good,” where she writes about Cynthia Hill, who demonstrates impact personally or through her work and send me an update.

1991 25th Reunion Year
Michelle Lynette Hughes 4042 Kimberly Glen Court Chantilly, VA 20151 703-496-8160 mhughes.1969@yahoo.com
Hello, Class of 1991! Feel free to send me your exciting news, and I would be glad to include it in our next issue!

1992 Gina Gabriele 1 Jane Street, 1E New York, NY 10014 646-271-3209 gina gabriele@gmail.com
Gettysburg College Class of 1992

1993 Bridget Donnelly Collins 2 Campbell Court Mickleton, NJ 08056 bridge@collins-роме.net
Gettysburg College Class of 1993

1994 S.J. Jones 740 W. 68th Street, #108 New York, NY 10023 212-664-3014 sjj1@psu.edu
Gettysburg College Class of 1994

I hope everyone has a great spring.If you have news that you would like to share in this column, please send me an email or contact the Alumni Office. Thank you!
Gallagher '04 were in attendance. The newlyweds headed to the Dalmatian Coast in Italy for their honeymoon and currently reside in Hoboken, NJ. Alexander Senk, Cameron Frank, and big sister Claire welcomed Joseph Francesco on July 21. Jamie Booth is thrilled to be this spring's bride. She was also nominated for a Deloitte Nurse of the Year award and is in her fourth year of study at Townsville (Australia) City Council as a nurse in beautiful Santa Barbara, CA. Molly Hildebrandt was recently married and works in Chicago at the U of I where she encourages young minds to get the hell out of Dodge.

Maria Barrios just got home from a wonderful trip through Southwest Asia and still isn’t quite gotten her fill of phone updates. Catherine Gimran married Damian Jordan on Aug. 15 in Townsville, Queensland, Australia. Julia Gimran ’03 was maid of honor. Their daughter and Katherine Gamble as bridesmaids. Catherine is in her fourth year of working in emergency management at Townsville (Australia) City Council and recently completed an advanced diploma in public safety (emergency management). She was also nominated as just one of 20 Australians to management. She was also nominated for a Deloitte Nurse of the Year award and is in her fourth year of study at Townsville (Australia) City Council as a nurse in beautiful Santa Barbara, CA. Molly Hildebrandt was recently married and works in Chicago at the U of I where she encourages young minds to get the hell out of Dodge.

Maria Barrios just got home from a wonderful trip through Southwest Asia and still isn’t quite gotten her fill of phone updates. Catherine Gimran married Damian Jordan on Aug. 15 in Townsville, Queensland, Australia. Julia Gimran ’03 was maid of honor. Their daughter and Katherine Gamble as bridesmaids. Catherine is in her fourth year of working in emergency management at Townsville (Australia) City Council and recently completed an advanced diploma in public safety (emergency management). She was also nominated as just one of 20 Australians to management. She was also nominated for a Deloitte Nurse of the Year award and is in her fourth year of study at Townsville (Australia) City Council as a nurse in beautiful Santa Barbara, CA. Molly Hildebrandt was recently married and works in Chicago at the U of I where she encourages young minds to get the hell out of Dodge.

Maria Barrios just got home from a wonderful trip through Southwest Asia and still isn’t quite gotten her fill of phone updates. Catherine Gimran married Damian Jordan on Aug. 15 in Townsville, Queensland, Australia. Julia Gimran ’03 was maid of honor. Their daughter and Katherine Gamble as bridesmaids. Catherine is in her fourth year of working in emergency management at Townsville (Australia) City Council and recently completed an advanced diploma in public safety (emergency management). She was also nominated as just one of 20 Australians to management. She was also nominated for a Deloitte Nurse of the Year award and is in her fourth year of study at Townsville (Australia) City Council as a nurse in beautiful Santa Barbara, CA. Molly Hildebrandt was recently married and works in Chicago at the U of I where she encourages young minds to get the hell out of Dodge.

Maria Barrios just got home from a wonderful trip through Southwest Asia and still isn’t quite gotten her fill of phone updates. Catherine Gimran married Damian Jordan on Aug. 15 in Townsville, Queensland, Australia. Julia Gimran ’03 was maid of honor. Their daughter and Katherine Gamble as bridesmaids. Catherine is in her fourth year of working in emergency management at Townsville (Australia) City Council and recently completed an advanced diploma in public safety (emergency management). She was also nominated as just one of 20 Australians to management. She was also nominated for a Deloitte Nurse of the Year award and is in her fourth year of study at Townsville (Australia) City Council as a nurse in beautiful Santa Barbara, CA. Molly Hildebrandt was recently married and works in Chicago at the U of I where she encourages young minds to get the hell out of Dodge.
Gallagher ‘04 were in attendance. The newlyweds headed to the Dalmatian Coast in Italy for their honeymoon and currently reside in Hoboken, NJ. Alexandra Green ‘13 married Brian Frank, and big sister Claire welcomed Joseph Francesco on July 21. Jamie Booth ’09 was in Sydney, Australia. Catherine is in her fourth year of studying massage therapy in Seattle, WA. She will have an annual meet-up in “Nashvagas,” hinesite cowgirl or bust. Beth Nehlig Lutz ’08 and husband Jason welcomed their second baby, Everett Hugh Snowden Lutz, into their family on Oct. 15. Big brother Pierce couldn’t be happier. Catherine Girman married Damian Jordan on Aug. 15 in Townsend, Queensland, Australia. Julia Girman ‘03 was maid of honor for her sister’s wedding and Katherine Gamble as bridesmaid. Katherine is in her fourth year of working in emergency management at Townsville (Australia) City Council and recently completed an advanced diploma in public safety (emergency management). She was also nominated as just one of five interns to participate in Australia’s 2015 Young Emergency Managers Workshop held in Canberra.

2007
Stephanie Hafer Shaw 2715 Park Street Reading, PA 19604 610-931-9296 shawstephanie@gmail.com Gettysburg College Class of 2007

Tricia Lee graduated with her MBA from the U of MD in May 2015. Andrew Naber graduated with his PhD in industrial-organizational psychology from TX A&M U and recently took a position as a behavioral scientist at the RAND Corporation in Santa Monica, CA. She also works part-time for the Mayo Clinic as a research assistant. Elizabeth Stuka married Michael Ross on Jan. 14 in Seattle, WA. They worked in Seattle and then Paris, and now are living in New York. Joseph Francesco on July 21. Jamie Booth ’09 was in Sydney, Australia. Catherine is in her fourth year of studying massage therapy in Seattle, WA. She will have an annual meet-up in “Nashvagas,” hinesite cowgirl or bust. Beth Nehlig Lutz ’08 and husband Jason welcomed their second baby, Everett Hugh Snowden Lutz, into their family on Oct. 15. Big brother Pierce couldn’t be happier. Catherine Girman married Damian Jordan on Aug. 15 in Townsend, Queensland, Australia. Julia Girman ‘03 was maid of honor for her sister’s wedding and Katherine Gamble as bridesmaid. Katherine is in her fourth year of working in emergency management at Townsville (Australia) City Council and recently completed an advanced diploma in public safety (emergency management). She was also nominated as just one of five interns to participate in Australia’s 2015 Young Emergency Managers Workshop held in Canberra.

2008
Ellen Fumani 717-476-8870 ellfernfan@gmail.com Gettysburg College Class of 2008

I will be collecting class notes for the Gettysburg College Class of ’08. I look forward to hearing from you. Please email me a quick update. I married John Gunerman in March, 2015 at the Lockwood House in Casselton, ND. I am currently working as a studio assistant for the CEO at Jack Rogers, an interpretive park guide at Adams National Historical Park in Quincy, MA, and was a volunteer assistant at Death Valley National Park this past winter. Rebecca Teamann ’08 completed an MS in earth and planetary sciences at IN State U last summer and will start a PG program in geology at Baylor U in Waco, TX.

2010
Emma Snelling 557-651-8478 ema@snelling.com Gettysburg College Class of 2010 Alumni

I graduated with my PhD in industrial-organizational psychology from Texas A&M University and recently took a position as a behavioral scientist at the RAND Corporation in Santa Monica, CA. I am currently working as a research assistant. Elizabeth Stuka married Michael Ross on Jan. 14 in Seattle, WA. They worked in Seattle and then Paris, and now are living in New York. Beth Nehlig Lutz ’08 and husband Jason welcomed their second baby, Everett Hugh Snowden Lutz, into their family on Oct. 15. Big brother Pierce couldn’t be happier. Catherine Girman married Damian Jordan on Aug. 15 in Townsend, Queensland, Australia. Julia Girman ‘03 was maid of honor for her sister’s wedding and Katherine Gamble as bridesmaid. Katherine is in her fourth year of working in emergency management at Townsville (Australia) City Council and recently completed an advanced diploma in public safety (emergency management). She was also nominated as just one of five interns to participate in Australia’s 2015 Young Emergency Managers Workshop held in Canberra.

2011
5th Reunion Year
Devin Grose White 127 Liberty Street Prynepolis, PA 15473 devangrove.white@gmail.com

The Class of 2011 was quiet this time around. I hope everyone enjoyed the readings or news of the five-year Reunion on Sept. 30-Oct. 2. Plan to be back on campus to reunite with friends, visit the faculty and staff, and enjoy Gettysburg’s beautiful fall season. Plenty of class events are in the works. Please remember to send your news: new jobs, new homes, marriages, or simple memories about our time at the ‘Burg. Enjoy your spring and summer!

2012
Taylor Parkes 1705 East Westway, Apt. 415 Silver Spring, MD 20910 TaylorParkes88@gmail.com

I moved back from Atlanta to NYC to continue my role with AT&T as a client solutions executive. Shannon Callahan works for Aramark in their Corporate Accounts Leadership program, which is a managerial training program. She works in Greenwich, Washington, D.C., at a hotel as a meeting planner. She also works part-time for a startup bakery out of Union Kitchen and bakes cakes once a week for Pops by Haley. She can find her staff all over D.C. and even in NY! Brian D’Onofrio started working at the largest women minority-owned company in North America called SHI International, and they are a technology reseller that provides software, hardware, and IT solutions to customers across the globe. They excel in customer satisfaction, quality, and retention, and he has had nothing but positive experiences since starting. Emily Elwood accepted a position as an interpretive park guide at Adams National Historical Park in Quincy, MA, and was a volunteer assistant at Death Valley National Park this past winter. Rebecca Teamann ’08 completed an MS in earth and planetary sciences at IN State U last summer and will start a PG program in geology at Baylor U in Waco, TX.

2014
Christina Io Evans 29 S. Providence Road Wadington, PA 18086 610-960-4782 jo.evans92@gmail.com

In early Feb., Emily Zoller led a group of Washington, D.C., young professionals on a 10-day Birthright trip in Israel. Victoria McGlynn ’10 began working as a studio assistant at Shillington School of Graphic Design and plans to start the three-month, full-time graphic design course in April. She highly recommends the course to students and alumni interested in this career path. Be sure to send me your updates to be included in the next issue!

2015
Jesse Delmarino 217 Baker Avenue Westfield, NJ 07090 908-419-8734 jdelmarino24@gmail.com

I just moved back from Atlanta to NYC to continue my role with AT&T as a client solutions executive. Shannon Callahan works for Aramark in their Corporate Accounts Leadership program, which is a managerial training program. She works in Greenwich, Washington, D.C., at a hotel as a meeting planner. She also works part-time for a startup bakery out of Union Kitchen and bakes cakes once a week for Pops by Haley. She can find her staff all over D.C. and even in NY! Brian D’Onofrio started working at the largest women minority-owned company in North America called SHI International, and they are a technology reseller that provides software, hardware, and IT solutions to customers across the globe. They excel in customer satisfaction, quality, and retention, and he has had nothing but positive experiences since starting. Emily Elwood accepted a position as the office administrator and executive assistant for the CEO at Jack Rogers, a show for all Mariner in Manhattan. In the fall, she moved to Milford, where she lives with her boyfriend, Adam. She now calls Connecticut home and enjoys many other alma maters who call the Big Apple home. It is a far cry from Green House and Servo! After having helped coordinate their move to larger offices in the Garment District, she is now taking on human resource responsibilities and preparing to be a (fellow) associate for a professional human resources (APHR) designated. Mike Reali began working for an environmental consulting company called Impact Environmental, which conducted Phase I and II reports. He dealt with the removal of contaminated soil. After eight months at Impact Environmental, he transferred to a startup he learned at Gettysburg and his time in the environmental field to his family-owned waste removal and recycling company. Thanks to Gettysburg, he has been prepared for anything the real world has thrown at him. It has provided him with the necessary knowledge to become the third generation in his family business. Molly Phillips works as an exercise specialist at Performance Spine and Sports Medicine, a multidisciplinary orthopedic institute for pain management and rehabilitation. She completes a variety of tasks, from working with patients to managing and their insurance pre-certifications. She loves having the opportunity to learn from many health care professionals. Her position has guided her to pursue a degree in nursing beginning in May at Thomas Jefferson U. Her clinical experiences at work, along with lectures and lessons on the human body from the class of 2011 was quiet this time around. I hope everyone enjoyed the readings or news of the five-year Reunion on Sept. 30-Oct. 2. Plan to be back on campus to reunite with friends, visit the faculty and staff, and enjoy Gettysburg’s beautiful fall season. Plenty of class events are in the works. Please remember to send your news: new jobs, new homes, marriages, or simple memories about our time at the ‘Burg. Enjoy your spring and summer!

To post news, click myGettysburg at www.gettysburg.edu
Ray R. Reider ‘53

Gettysburg College long-time coach and professor Ray Reider ‘53 passed away on Jan. 5. He was 83 years old.

Reider dedicated nearly six decades of his life to the College. A talented multi-sport athlete at nearby Midlinton High School, he played key roles for the Bullets football and baseball teams. Reider was a three-year starter for both programs, playing at guard for the football team and at catcher for the baseball squad.

After graduating with a degree in physical education, Reider served in the U.S. Army during the Korean Conflict. He returned to the area as a coach at his high school alma mater, but it wasn’t long before he was wearing the orange and blue again. Reider served as an assistant football coach with the Bullets from 1962 to 1968. He also served as head coach on the Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic Association District One Board of Directors.

She remained connected to Gettysburg College, serving on the Orange & Blue Athletic Advisory Council. Her athletic achievements were recognized in 1978, as she was the first woman to be inducted into the College’s Hall of Athletic Honor. Stevenson was a generous supporter of the College. She helped to establish the Grace C. Kenney Endowed Scholarship Fund in honor of her former field hockey coach and mentor. The scholarship is awarded to a deserving female student with financial need, who participates in extracurricular activities. Stevenson later established the Susan Hunsberger Stevenson ’52 Scholarship Fund that is awarded to promising Gettysburg students, especially those engaged in extracurricular activities.

Stevenson volunteered on the Buckingham Township Park and Recreation Board, answered a hotline for a shelter for domestic violence victims in Doylestown, and was an overseer at Wightdown Friends Meeting. She was a member of the Valley Forge Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution and carried on her parents’ legacy membership in the Mingo Express Horse Co., an archaic equine horse protection group. Stevenson is survived by two daughters, Jennifer Morgan Keller and Melissa Baily Keller; a son, David Hersh (Dee) Keller III; four grandchildren; and two brothers.

Robert “Mike” Gemmill ’54

Robert “Mike” Gemmill passed away on Friday, Jan. 29, at the age of 83. A lifelong resident of Adams County, Pennsylvania, Gemmill attended Gettysburg College and graduated summa cum Laude and Phi Beta Kappa in 1954. Following his graduation, Gemmill entered the U.S. Air Force where he flew the B-52 Mitchel. He went on to earn his master’s degree in economics from the Wharton School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania and enrolled in Northwestern University’s doctoral program. In 1958, he began teaching accounting at Gettysburg College. During his 41 years at the College, he also taught courses in economics, money and banking, and finance.

“Mr. Gemmill taught us everything he could about money and banking,” said lecturer Drew Murphy ’44. “He was very kind in his first generation with the students. Now 32 years later, I am proud to still love him and passively teach finance classes at Gettysburg.”

In addition to serving as interim chair of the department numerous times throughout his tenure, he also served on the College’s Executive Committee, Faculty Personnel Committee, and the Faculty Planning Committee. He retired as professor of economics, emeritus in 1999.

Gemmill was active in the Adams County community as well, serving as treasurer of the Adams County SPBA, board member for the Adams County Library, and as a member of the Menallen Friends Meeting. He was the cofounder of the Friends of Quaker Valley. He also served as a coach and referee for the Gettysburg Area Youth Soccer Association and a softball coach for the Gettysburg Girls’ Softball Association.

Gemmill was an avid coin collector and was extremely devoted to his family. He is survived by his wife Kathy; a son, Steve, and his wife Stephanie; a daughter, Heather Yoder, and two grandsons.

Jay A. Kappmeier ’83

Jay Anderson Kappmeier died February 17 at the age of 74. Kappmeier served in economics and graduated from Gettysburg College in 1963. He earned his MBA at the University of Missouri–Columbia, completing the Minuteman Education Program, designed for Minuteman Launch Control Officers in the U.S. Air Force.

During his 25-year career in the U.S. Air Force, Kappmeier served as a Minuteman Missile crewmember, B-52 navigator/boomardier, aircraft maintenance supervisor, squadron commander, chief of maintenance, and Strategic Air Command Logistics headquarters staff before retiring with the rank of colonel. He then began a 20-year career creating, selling, and operating aerospace logistics systems for the Boeing Company. He was a member of the leadership team of two Boeing divisions that won the prestigious Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award and served on the Malcolm Baldrige Board of Examiners for three years. He founded and served as president of Kapp Solutions, a consulting firm, to continue helping organizations with business improvement and getting results.

Kappmeier dedicated many years to owning and showing Saluki dogs and shared the Saluki Club of America (SCA) 1989. He held many positions with SCA over 25 years, including president. He was also active in his community, in various computer organizations, and especially involved with Gettysburg College, where he served on the Alumni Association Board of Directors. Kappmeier attributed his college experience and living the ethics cited in the Gettysburg College Honor Code, to the foundation of his success.

Kappmeier is survived by his wife Donna, his living wife, true friend, and partner of 47 years.

Dates 2016 unless noted

‘78 Roderic N. Snell, Nov. 10, 2014
‘40 John M. Byers, Jan. 17
‘56 Milhard Daub Barrick, Nov. 17, 2015
‘74 James H. Wagner, Dec. 26, 2015
‘48 R. Ray Bohn, Jan. 31
‘50 Sarah Wolfe Ross, Dec. 24, 2015
‘68 Martha Ribbing Volz, Jan. 17
‘70 R. B. Camnachers, Dec. 15, 2015
‘79 Barbara Caschak Burkhart, Feb. 7
‘84 Thomas D. Sheiner, Dec. 21, 2015
‘85 Robert D. Sterner, Feb. 7
‘92 Betty S. O'Brien, Sept. 11, 2015
‘92 Alexander T. Evans, Jan. 28
‘98 Richard F. Leisman, Dec. 27, 2015
‘99 Donald E. Weaver, Nov. 21, 2015
‘90 John C. Byma, Nov. 11, 2015
‘97 R. Donald Charles, Nov. 18, 2015
‘98 Robert DeVelie Jr., Feb. 2
‘00 George D. Nall, Dec. 1, 2015
‘01 Ray R. Reider, Jan. 5
‘02 William J. Vignola, Jan. 20
‘04 Robert M. Gemmill, Jan. 29
‘05 Gemmill was active in the Adams County community as well, serving as treasurer of the Adams County SPBA, board member for the Adams County Library, and as a member of the Menallen Friends Meeting. He was the cofounder of the Friends of Quaker Valley. He also served as a coach and referee for the Gettysburg Area Youth Soccer Association and a softball coach for the Gettysburg Girls’ Softball Association.

Gemmill was an avid coin collector and was extremely devoted to his family. He is survived by his wife Kathy; a son, Steve, and his wife Stephanie; a daughter, Heather Yoder, and two grandsons.

Jay A. Kappmeier ’83

Jay Anderson Kappmeier died February 17 at the age of 74. Kappmeier served in economics and graduated from Gettysburg College in 1963. He earned his MBA at the University of Missouri–Columbia, completing the Minuteman Education Program, designed for Minuteman Launch Control Officers in the U.S. Air Force.

During his 25-year career in the U.S. Air Force, Kappmeier served as a Minuteman Missile crewmember, B-52 navigator/boomardier, aircraft maintenance supervisor, squadron commander, chief of maintenance, and Strategic Air Command Logistics headquarters staff before retiring with the rank of colonel. He then began a 20-year career creating, selling, and operating aerospace logistics systems for the Boeing Company. He was a member of the leadership team of two Boeing divisions that won the prestigious Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award and served on the Malcolm Baldrige Board of Examiners for three years. He founded and served as president of Kapp Solutions, a consulting firm, to continue helping organizations with business improvement and getting results.

Kappmeier dedicated many years to owning and showing Saluki dogs and shared the Saluki Club of America (SCA) 1989. He held many positions with SCA over 25 years, including president. He was also active in his community, in various computer organizations, and especially involved with Gettysburg College, where he served on the Alumni Association Board of Directors. Kappmeier attributed his college experience and living the ethics cited in the Gettysburg College Honor Code, to the foundation of his success.

Kappmeier is survived by his wife Donna, his living wife, true friend, and partner of 47 years.
Susan Hunsberger Stevenson '52
Susan Hunsberger Stevenson, a mother, teacher, and coach, passed away on Saturday, Nov. 28, 2015, at the age of 84. A native of Collegeville, Pennsylvania, Stevenson played left inner and was captain of the field hockey team at Gettysburg College. She became one of the first Gettysburg women to enter a national competition, playing in two national tournaments. Her accolades included mid-East honors in 1950 and 1951. Stevenson also played basketball for four years at Gettysburg, serving as captain of the team. She was a leading scorer her senior year.

Stevenson taught high school health and physical education, in addition to coaching field hockey and basketball. Once she started a family, she switched from teaching to officiating field hockey. A highlight of her 15-year officiating career was being named the first woman to be named on the Pennsylvania Intercollegiate Athletic Association District One Board of Directors.

She remained connected to Gettysburg College, serving on the Orange & Blue Athletic Advisory Council. Her athletic achievements were recognized in 1978, as she was the first woman to be inducted into the College's Hall of Athletic Honor. Stevenson was a generous supporter of the College. She helped to establish the Grace C. Kenney Endowed Scholarship Fund in honor of her former field hockey coach and mentor. The scholarship is awarded to a deserving female student with financial need, who participates in extracurricular activities. Stevenson later established the Susan Hunsberger Stevenson '52 Scholarship Fund that is awarded to promising Gettysburg students, especially those active in extracurricular activities.

Stevenson volunteered on the Buckingham Township Park and Recreation Board, answered a hotline for a shelter for domestic violence victims in Draytonville, and was an overwatch at Westtown Friends Meeting. She was a member of the Valley Forge Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution and carried on her parents' legacy membership in the Mingo Express Horse Co., an archaic equestrian protection group. Stevenson is survived by two daughters, Jennifer Morgan Keller and Melissa Balfy Keller; a son, David Hersh (Dee) Keller III; four grandchildren; and two brothers.

Ray R. Reider '53
Gettysburg College long-time coach and professor Ray Reider '53 passed away on Jan. 5. He was 83 years old.

Reider dedicated nearly six decades of his life to the College. A talented multi-sport athlete at nearby Middletown High School, he played key roles for the Bullets football and baseball teams. Reider was a three-year starter for both playing at guard for the football team and as catcher for the baseball squad.

After graduating with a degree in physical education, Reider served in the U.S. Army during the Korean Conflict. He returned to the area as a coach at his high school alma mater, but it wasn't long before he was wearing the orange and blue again. Reider served as an assistant football coach with the Bullets from 1962 to 1988. He also served as head coach on the Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic Association District One Board of Directors.

In 1958, he began teaching accounting at Gettysburg College. During his 41 years at the College, he also taught courses in economics, money and banking, and finance.

"Mr. Gemmill taught us everything he could about money and banking," said lecturer Drew Murphy '44. "He was very kind in his first-year class with us, and by his senior year, I was proud to tell him of my research he and I had conducted on finance classes at Gettysburg.

In addition to serving as interim chair of the department numerous times throughout his tenure, he also served on the College's Executive Committee, Faculty Personnel Committee, and the Faculty Planning Committee. He retired as professor of economics, emeritus in 1999.

Gemmill was active in the Adams County community as well, serving as treasurer of the Adams County SPCA, board member for the Adams County Library, and a member of the Menallen Friends Meeting. He was the cofounder of the Friends of Quaker Valley. He also served as a coach and referee for the Gettysburg Area Youth Soccer Association, and a softball coach for the Gettysburg Girls’ Softball Association. Gemmill was an avid coin collector and Baltimore Orioles fan and was extremely fond of his family.

He is survived by his wife Kathy; a son, Steve; and his wife, Stephanie; and a daughter, Heather Yoder; and two grandchildren.

Robert “Mike” Gemmill ’54
Robert “Mike” Gemmill passed away on Friday, Jan. 29 at the age of 83. A native resident of Adams County, Pennsylvania, Gemmill attended Gettysburg College and graduated summa cum Laude and Phi Beta Kappa in 1954. Following his graduation, Gemmill entered the U.S. Air Force where he flew the B-52 Mitchell. He went on to earn his master’s degree in economics from the Wharton School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania and enrolled in Northwestern University’s doctoral program.

In 1958, he began teaching accounting at Gettysburg College. During his 41 years at the College, he also taught courses in economics, money and banking, and finance.

"Mr. Gemmill taught us everything he could about money and banking," said lecturer Drew Murphy '44. "He was very kind in his first-year class with us, and by his senior year, I was proud to tell him of my research he and I had conducted on finance classes at Gettysburg."

In addition to serving as interim chair of the department numerous times throughout his tenure, he also served on the College’s Executive Committee, Faculty Personnel Committee, and the Faculty Planning Committee. He retired as professor of economics, emeritus in 1999.

Gemmill was active in the Adams County community as well, serving as treasurer of the Adams County SPCA, board member for the Adams County Library, and a member of the Menallen Friends Meeting. He was the cofounder of the Friends of Quaker Valley. He also served as a coach and referee for the Gettysburg Area Youth Soccer Association, and a softball coach for the Gettysburg Girls’ Softball Association. Gemmill was an avid coin collector and Baltimore Orioles fan and was extremely fond of his family.

He is survived by his wife Kathy; a son, Steve; and his wife, Stephanie; and a daughter, Heather Yoder; and two grandchildren.

Jay A. Kappmeier ’63
Jay Anderson Kappmeier died February 17 at the age of 74. Kappmeier was in economics and graduated from Gettysburg College in 1963. He earned his MBA at the University of Missouri–Columbia, completing the Minuteman Education Program, designed for Minuteman Launch Control Officers in the U.S. Air Force.

During his 25-year career in the U.S. Air Force, Kappmeier served as a Minuteman Crewmember, B-52 navigator/Rombardier, aircraft maintenance supervisor, squadron commander, chief of maintenance, and Strategic Air Command Logistics headquarters staff before retiring with the rank of colonel. He then began a 20-year career creating, selling, and operating aerospace logistics systems for The Boeing Company. He was a member of the leadership team of two Boeing divisions that won the prestigious Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award and served on the Malcolm Baldrige Board of Examiners for three years. He founded and served as president of Kapp Solutions, a consulting firm, to continue helping organizations with business improvement and getting results.

Kappmeier dedicated many years to owning and showing Saluki dogs and served the Saluki Club of America as interim president. He was also active in his community, in various computer organizations, and especially involved with Gettysburg College, where he served on the Alumni Association Board of Directors. Kappmeier attributed his college success in business to owning and showing Saluki dogs and the foundation of his success.

He is survived by Donna, his loving wife, true friend, and partner of 47 years.

Dales 2016 unless noted
38 Rosalind S. Serfis, Nov. 10, 2014
40 John M. Byers, Jan. 17
40 Edward T. Addison Jr., Dec. 31, 2015
56 Mildred Daub Barrick, Nov. 17, 2015
47 James H. Wagner, Dec. 26, 2015
48 R. Ray Bohn, Jan. 31
49 Sarah Wolfe Kiss, Dec. 24, 2015
50 Marilyn Shaffer O'Connell, Dec. 8, 2015
50 Robert J. Rubin, Dec. 21, 2015
52 H. Nelson Giblee, Feb. 3
50 C. Price Dyken, Oct. 28, 2015
52 Janet Knecht May, Nov. 6, 2015
52 Leonard Perfitt Jr., Jan. 11
52 Susan Hunsberger Stevenson, Nov. 28, 2015
52 Donald E. Weaver, Nov. 21, 2015
53 John C. Byma, Nov. 11, 2015
53 R. Donald Charles, Nov. 18, 2015
53 Richard F. Leisman, Feb. 2
53 Richard L. O’Connell, Dec. 27, 2015
54 George D. Noll, Dec. 1, 2015
55 Jay R. Reider, Jan. 5
56 William J. Vignola, Jan. 20
56 Robert M. Gemmill, Jan. 29
57 Carrill G. Rohrbaugh Jr., Jan. 2
59 John Clarke, Jan. 2
Teaching is an emotional profession. Graduate school does its best to indoctrinate future professors with critical detachment, but in order to teach well, I think you really have to be emotionally invested in your subject, but especially in your students. With that investment comes a natural concern with the way that they are learning.

I have been teaching undergraduates in one form or another since 2007. In 2015, I began to feel like the gulf between teacher and student was becoming deeper. I call it ‘desk distance’ because I felt the proverbial desk between us was growing wider, and I didn’t want this to happen.

So in conjunction with my first-year seminar, Through the Wardrobe: The Words and Worlds of J.R.R. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis, I started a blog about teaching to mull over what we did in the classroom. On the blog—Great War Writing—I have tried to record both the good and bad days in the classroom, what goes right and what doesn’t, to develop further as a teacher and to make students realize that I am paying attention to them.

As I said farewell to my students in my first-year seminar on J.R.R. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis, I wrote a few impressions to preserve the memory of what was a very special class for me to teach.

My observations about our current students may be surprising. Don’t believe everything you read about millennials. I found that this class was more interested in debunking the stereotypes of their generation than in reinforcing them. So when I said that I didn’t want them looking at phones or laptops in class—indeed that I find it extremely rude to do so—they were more than cooperative. When I told them I was much rather interested in having real conversations, face to face, rather than email threads, they seemed to understand. Perhaps the biggest indicator: when I assigned them loads of reading, they did it—and came to class prepared and focused for our conversations. They were curious and hungry for knowledge—the real kind, the kind that you can’t fake.

What they seemed to want from me (I will not presume anything definite) is for someone to treat them like intelligent and adult humans and offer some writing advice when needed. In class, what they seemed to want from each other was to form a group of like-minded people who could make beloved fantasy books relevant to lives that are rather unmagically lived in concrete dorm rooms.

My blog is also a small way for those outside of our institution to see a little of what we do here. The value of the Gettysburg way of learning is something that Burgians know—we are its products—but that value is not always apparent to those on the outside of our institution. Ours is an exceptional model, based upon human connection, mentorship, and shared learning. The beat apology for the liberal arts college is to show a bit of what we do here.

So, for the time being, I’m going to keep writing about teaching at Gettysburg College. Pop by for a virtual visit at greatwarwriting.wordpress.com if you want to see inside of my classroom.

Ian Isherwood ’00 is assistant director of the Civil War Institute at Gettysburg College. He earned his PhD in modern history from the University of Glasgow and specializes in British history and war studies with an emphasis on the First World War. His research interests focus on the experience of war and war memoirs.

Many of our students are here because someone like you invested in them. Endowed scholarships provide financial aid that is vital to realizing their dreams. With your careful planning today, you can direct support to students in your major, from your hometown, or pursuing dreams that once inspired you.

PLAN TODAY TO IMPACT STUDENTS TOMORROW.
Teaching is an emotional profession. Graduate school does its best to indoctrinate future professors with critical detachment, but in order to teach well, I think you really have to be emotionally invested in your subject, but especially in your students. With that investment comes a natural concern with the way that they are learning.

I have been teaching undergraduates in one form or another since 2007. In 2015, I began to feel like the gulf between teacher and student was becoming deeper. I call it ‘desk distance’ because I felt the proverbial desk between us was growing wider, and I didn’t want this to happen.

So in conjunction with my first-year seminar, Through the Wardrobe: The Words and Worlds of J.R.R. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis, I started a blog about teaching to mull over what we did in the classroom.

On the blog—Great War Writing—I have tried to record both the good and bad days in the classroom, what goes right and what doesn’t, to develop further as a teacher and to make students realize that I am paying attention to them.

As I said farewell to my students in my first-year seminar on J.R.R. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis, I wrote a few impressions to preserve the memory of what was a very special class for me to teach.

My observations about our current students may be surprising. Don’t believe everything you read about millennials. I found that this class was more interested in debunking the stereotypes of their generation than in reinforcing them. So when I said that I didn’t want them looking at phones or laptops in class—indeed that I find it extremely rude to do so—they were more than cooperative.

When I told them I was much rather interested in having real conversations, face to face, rather than email threads, they seemed to understand. Perhaps the biggest indicator: when I assigned them loads of reading, they did it—and came to class prepared and focused for our conversations. They were curious and hungry for knowledge—the real kind, the kind that you can’t fake.

What they seemed to want from me (I will not presume anything definite) is for someone to treat them like intelligent and adult humans and offer some writing advice when needed. In class, what they seemed to want from each other was to form a group of like-minded people who could make beloved fantasy books relevant to lives that are rather unmagically lived in concrete dorm rooms.

My blog is also a small way for those outside of our institution to see a little of what we do here. The value of the Gettysburg way of learning is something that Burgians know—we are its products—but that value is not always apparent to those on the outside of our institution. Ours is an exceptional model, based upon human connection, mentorship, and shared learning. The best apologia for the liberal arts college is to show a bit of what we do here.

So, for the time being, I’m going to keep writing about teaching at Gettysburg College. Pop by for a virtual visit at greatwarwriting.wordpress.com if you want to see inside of my classroom.

Many of our students are here because someone like you invested in them. Endowed scholarships provide financial aid that is vital to realizing their dreams. With your careful planning today, you can direct support to students in your major, from your hometown, or pursuing dreams that once inspired you.

Ian Isherwood ’00 is assistant director of the Civil War Institute at Gettysburg College. He earned his PhD in modern history from the University of Glasgow and specializes in British history and war studies with an emphasis on the First World War. His research interests focus on the experience of war and war memoirs.

Betsy Haave Dougherty ’68 and her husband Jerry wanted to honor the legacy of Betsy’s aunt, a longtime professor of English at Ball State University. Betsy and Jerry retired to Gettysburg and love living in Adams County. Realizing that talented local students may believe a Gettysburg College education is beyond their reach, they established the E. Haave Endowed Scholarship, with the vision of providing a full scholarship to a local student. Along with their current support, Betsy and Jerry included Gettysburg College in their will to ensure their goal is fulfilled.

How is the College important to you? Make your interest live on through your will or other estate plans. For more information, contact Emily Clarke, manager of planned giving, or visit our website.

800-238-5528 • www.gettysburg.edu/plannedgiving
Thank you for supporting my journey

—Julie Day ’16

Your gift to the Gettysburg Fund—this year, and every year—makes great experiences like Julie’s possible.

1-800-238-5528 • www.gettysburg.edu/makeagift

All gifts help us meet our goals for Gettysburg Great: The Campaign for Our College.

www.gettysburg.edu/campaign